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ABSTRACT
Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Diffraction
Studies of High Modulus Solid State
Extruded Polyethylene
(September 1980)
Edward S. Sherman, B.S., Northwestern University
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professors Roger S. Porter
and Edwin L. Thomas
The structure of high-modulus, solid-state-
extruded polyethylene (PE) and conventionally drawn PE
were studied by conventional and scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) , wide and small angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) to determine how the morphology and
properties change with processing conditions and the role
of annealing during the extrusion process.
Electron microscopy techniques were developed for
examining the structure of these fibrous samples and
other semicrystalline polymer morphologies. STEM has been
suggested to have advantages over conventional transmis-
sion electron microscopy (CTEM) for the observation of
diffraction contrast features and diffraction patterns
from radiation sensitive crystalline polymers. For many
V
applications it is desirable to obtain successive diffrac-
tion patterns from very small adjacent areas. The most
useful technique is scanning microarea diffraction used in
conjunction with dark field (DF) imaging. Using this
technique we have obtained diffraction patterns from regions
as small as 1000 8 x 1000 R for a 120 R thick PE crystal.
Adjacent microarea diffraction patterns can be obtained
while only radiation damaging the diffraction region.
This allows mapping of the specimen crystallography on a
very fine scale as well as allowing one to obtain a dif-
fraction pattern for selecting various STEM DF conditions
while only damaging a small portion of the specimen before
the DF image is recorded. A STEM annular DF detector is
used to form images of crystals with more than one reflec-
tion resulting in increased DF image intensity and resolu-
tion. Annular DF with a single powder ring is very
suitable for studying the rotation and orientation of
lamellae during deformation,
SAXS experiments were performed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratories using the 10-meter instrument with
pin-hole collimation and a two dimensional position sen-
sitive detector.
Two solid state extrudates of different molecular
weight PE resulted in different extrusion rates and tensile
moduli when extruded at 120 °C to extrusion draw ratio
VI
(EDR) 24. Both samples had a microfibriller morphology
where the microfibrils consisted of alternating crystal-
line and non-crystalline regions. The higher molecular
weight sample, which extruded slower, had a tail of long
crystals (6% over 500 8 long and up to 3,800 8) and a
smaller SAXS invariant which correlated with its higher
tensile modulus (46 vs. 27 GPa)
.
Samples extruded to draw ratios of 12, 24 and
36 X showed an increase in crystal length with increasing
EDP with the development of a tail of long crystals at
EDR 36. The SAXS peak meridional breadth increased with
EDR indicating that the microfibrils become thinner dur-
ing drawing. The SAXS invariant and density difference
between the crystalline and non-crystalline regions de-
creases with EDR as more oriented and tightly packed tie
molecules are produced increasing the tensile modulus.
Solid state extruded, hot drawn, cold drawn and
cold drawn and annealed samples of draw ratio 9 were com-
pared to determine the role of annealing during processing.
The crystal length and long period are a function of pro-
cessing or annealing temperature. Annealing the cold drawn
sample with fixed ends made the taut tie molecules stable
to thermal shrinkage as for the solid state extruded sam-
ple without decreasing the tensile modulus. For this group
vii
of 9 X drawn samples the solid state extruded sample had
the smallest density difference between the crystalline
and non-crystalline regions.
viii
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FORWARD
Introduction
The use of deformation to improve the properties
of polymeric materials is an old technique. The realiza-
tion that polymers could be deformed to form strong fibers
dates from the early part of this century: the first
commercial use being the introduction of Nylon 66 by the
duPont Company.
Oriented fibrous polyethylene (PE) has been pro-
duced by numerous methods that give a product with a wide
range of mechanical properties. These methods can be
grouped as cold drawing, hot drawing, crystallization from
flowing solutions, melt extrusion, and hydrostatic and
solid state extrusion. The fibrous products of all these
techniques have a considerably higher tensile modulus
than unoriented PE.
Thesis Problem
A goal of research in high modulus fibers is to
optimize processing conditions to produce the highest
tensile modulus and strength both quickly and inexpensively.
xvi
This material would approach an idealized morphology where
every molecule is fully extended and uniaxially aligned.
Such an achievement would require an understanding of how
deformation processes affect properties. This understanding
can only come from a detailed knowledge of morphology and
how it affects physical properties.
The goal of this thesis is to determine the morphol-
ogy of high modulus polyethylene produced by solid state
extrusion. We address the question of how the morphology
and properties change with processing conditions and the
role of annealing during the extrusion process. Results on
solid state extruded fibers are compared with several con-
ventionally drawn fibers.
Thesis Organization
Chapter I is a review of the various deformation
techniques that have been used to transform unoriented
solid polyethylene into high tensile modulus fibers. The
emphasis of this chapter is on the type of fiber morphology
associated with cold drawing, hot drawing and hydrostatic
and solid state extrusion, and how different fiber struc-
tures formed from the various processing conditions affect
resulting fiber mechanical properties.
Chapter II is a description of the experimental
techniques used in this study.
xvii
Chapter III is about the application of the rela-
tively new technique of scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) to the morphology of semicrystalline
polymers. Meaningful achievements in understanding the
structure of materials always requires the best and most
recent experimental techniques. The microscopy techniques
that were developed in this portion of my thesis work were
later applied towards obtaining the most detailed informa-
tion about the structure of the solid state extruded fibers
in Chapters IV, V, and VI.
Chapter IV is a comparison of the morphologies of
two samples of the highest modulus that can be obtained re-
producibly by solid state extrusion in this laboratory.
These two samples were produced by nearly identical proces-
sing conditions but differ in molecular weight of the
starting polymer.
Chapter V is a study of the morphological changes
that occur with increasing draw ratio. Since the tensile
modulus increases proportionately with draw ratio, changes
in morphology should correlate with the source of the high
modulus for these fibers. This chapter also investigates
the deformation mechanism (s) of polyethylene during the
solid state extrusion process. Previous work in this area
has concentrated on conventional fiber drawing where sample
necking occurs.
xviii
Chapter VI is a comparison of cold drawing and
solid state extrusion. In this chapter the question of
whether solid state extrusion can be viewed as the combin-
ation of cold drawing with annealing affects is addressed.
This involves a study of basically four types of samples
of the same draw ratio (9X) : 1) solid state extruded at
120°C, 2) cold drawn (i.e., room temperature), 3) cold
drawn and annealed with free ends at 120°C and 4) cold
drawn and annealed at 120''C with fixed ends.
Chapter VII is a summary of conclusions and contains
suggestions for extensions of this work.
Appendices I and II are the computer program for
calculating the SAXS invariant and a calculation of sample
residence time in the extrusion die. Appendix III is an
estimation of the void content in these samples.
xvix
CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1. Introduction
In this chapter relevant literature on the solid
state deformation of polyethylene (PE) to a fibrous
morphology is reviewed. The processes of cold drawing,
hot drawing, solid state and hydrostatic extrusion are
discussed with particular emphasis on the structures and
resultant properties obtained during deformation.
1.2. Cold Drawing
Cold drawing refers to the tensile deformation
performed at ambient temperature where annealing does not
influence the drawing behavior. When tensile bars of PE,
having an initially spherulitic morphology, are cold drawn
a macroscopic neck usually forms. The neck propagates con-
suming untransformed material. The transformed material
continues to draw slightly since it is still plastically
deformable.
The structure of cold drawn PE fibers has been
investigated primarily by electron microscopy, wide and
1
small angle x-ray scattering. Transmission electron micro-
scopy of surface replicas of drawn films showed long thin
fibrils oriented in the tensile direction (1). The smallest
units of these fibrils are termed microfibrils and are
typically 200 to 300 A in width. Dark field microscopy and
selected area electron diffraction showed that the polymer
chains are oriented in the fiber direction and that there
are small crystallite blocks aligned along the microfibers
(2). Cold drawn PE fibers show a small angle scattering
maximum (3). Peterlin and Meinel found a 4 point pattern
within the necked zone. when the material is completely
transformed to fiber a two point pattern is obtained.
Wide angle x-ray diffraction indicates that the c-axis
(chain axis in PE) orientation increases with increasing
draw.
Similar microfibrils have been observed by electron
microscopy (4) when dilute solution grown PE single crystals
(r)
were deformed on Mylar^ substrates. These observations
have led to the model shown in Figure 1 for the deformation
of spherulitic PE to form a fibrous structure (5). The
transformation shown in Figure 1 has the following stages:
1. The lamellar crystals slip past each other.
Most of the strain is in the amorphous regions
and is anisotropic due to the spherical
3
4symmetry of the lamellae in spherulites.
2. The tie chains which connect adjacent crystals
become highly extended and the lamellar
crystals deform plastically by slip-tilt
mechanisms. These deformations have been
reviewed in detail by Bowden and Young (6).
3. Blocks of small crystals are pulled out of the
lamellar crystals. These crystal blocks are
connected by various types of tie chains. This
occurs at different positions of the elongated
spherulite in what are called micronecking
zones. The details of this stage of the defor-
mation process are at present not completely
understood. Two recent publications by Tarin
and Thomas have investigated the role of the
inter and intralinks between lamellae in
initiating the transformation (7) and micro-
fibril deformation (8)
.
4. The crystalline blocks become aligned along the
tensile axis and discrete microfibers are formed.
Steps 2 through 4 occur over a distance as small as
o
1000 A in the micronecking zones. The microscopic draw
ratio in the macroscopic neck varies greatly from point to
point since the deformation of spherulitic structure is
5extremely inhomogenous
.
Figure 2 is Peterlin's model for the structure of
the microfibers formed during cold drawing. The alternating
crystalline and non-crystalline regions account for the
small angle 2-point x-ray pattern and the crystal blocks ob-
served alternating along the fiber by dark field (DF)
transmission electron microscopy (9). The microfibers are
roughly 200 A wide and 15 to 20 ym long. The modulus
depends on the amount of axial interconnections, tie
molecules, crossing the non-crystalline regions to connect
adjacent crystallites. It has been proposed that the modulus
depends solely on the number of the taut (e.g. load bearing)
tie molecules (TTM)
.
Takayanagi (10) proposed the following
equation for the relationship between the volume fraction
of TTM's in the non-crystalline layer, 3/ and the sample
modulus, E, when the load is uniformly distributed over the
cross section and the strain in the non-crystalline layer
is the same for TTM's and amorphous material:
g+(l-e)Ea/E<. (1.1)
1-(D/L) (1-g) (1-Ea/Ec)
where E and E are axial elastic moduli of amorphous and
a c
crystalline components respectively. D and L-D are the
6Figure 1.2. Peterlin's microfibrillar model of
the fibrous structure with a great many intrafibrillar
(A) and a few interfibrillar (B) tie molecules (Reference
5) .
7thickness of crystal block and non-crystalline layer
respectively. This model predicts a 3 of about 1% for a
typical modulus of 15GPa for a cold drawn sample when
L = 250 A, D = 200 A, = 320 GPa (11) and = 0.5 GPa
(12)
.
If the TTM's are located on the outer surface of
the microfibril, then the following equation is applicable
(13) :
^ "
^c^^ 1-KD/LME /E -1) ^ (1-2)
c a
This limiting case in which only the edges of the crystal
might bear any load still gives a moderately small g of only
4.5% using the previously stated parameters. A recent study
using finite element analysis (14) has shown that the
effective modulus of such interlinks as TTM's may be only
25 to 70 percent of due to ineffective stress transmission.
The most convincing (but indirect) evidence for
TTM's is the large shrinkage of cold drawn fibers when they
are annealed with free ends. If the annealing temperature,
T , is sufficiently high, the TTM's exert retractive forces
of entropic origin on the crystal blocks they are anchored
in. This causes a macroscopic sample shrinkage (15) of up
to 97% depending on T and a partial retransformation to the
initial sample morphology (16,17) with a concurrent drop in
8tensile modulus (11). The decrease in modulus is probably
due to the relaxation of the TTM's and the change from
the microfibrillar to a more lamellar morphology.
1.3. Hot Drawing
Hot drawing covers the range of drawing temperature
where annealing has substantial affects. Thus for
polyethylene the transition in temperature between hot and
cold drawing is gradual and occurs between 75 and 100°C.
This temperature range is associated with the crystalline
dispersion temperature, a or alpha transition. At
temperatures much higher than a ; polymers deform easily
but the c-axis orientation is poor and the modulus reduced
(18) .
Several research groups have established that the
tensile modulus of hot drawn PE is a linear function of
draw ratio (19, 20, 21). A plot of the collected data of
several groups is shown in Figure 3. Cold drawn PE also
shows the same linear increase of tensile modulus with
draw ratio. However, hot drawing allows higher draw ratio
to be achieved with correspondingly higher tensile moduli
(approximately 30X to obtain a 70 GPa tensile modulus)
.
Barham and Keller (19) showed that the initial sample
morphology plays a large role in obtaining high draw ratios.
70
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Figure 1.3. Tensile modulus of hot drawn poly-
ethylene as a function of draw ratio from the data of:
( ) Barham and Keller (19) , ( A ) Andrews and Ward (20)
,
() Capaccio and Ward (21) and (O) Wu, Simpson and
Black (43)
.
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Using broad molecular weight distribution samples they
obtained the highest draw ratios with slow cooling rates
where the very low molecular weight material segregated
between spherulites. The segregation of low molecular
weight material was found to be a prerequisite for ob-
taining the highest draw ratios. Capaccio and Ward (21)
found that low molecular weight (M = 67 ,800 and M =w n
13,300) and quenched samples yielded the highest draw ratio,
36X, when drawn at 75°C.
Meier and Jarecki (22) studied the effect of draw-
ing temperature on the formation of internal voids over a
range of molecular weights. They found that increasing
draw temperatures decreased the draw ratio at which both
longitudinal separation at fibrils and perpendicular cracks
occurred. This allowed higher draw ratios to be reached
before the sample failed during drawing.
Capaccio and Ward have suggested 120**C as the
optimum drawing temperature for PE (21) . Samples drawn
above this temperature achieved higher draw ratios but the
tensile modulus dropped below the maximum (43 GPa) achieved
at 120°C. Drawing above 120*0 resulted in a higher draw
ratio but lower modulus since more relaxation is occurring
than molecular extension..
Ward, Clement and Jakeways have used small angle and
11
wide angle x-ray scattering to study the structure of
quenched PE films drawn at 75°c (23). They found that
the small angle long period remained relatively constant
(circa 200 K) over a range of draw ratios from 5.2 to 30X
while the crystal coherence length in the chain direction
(measured by applying the Scherrer equation to the width
of the 002 reflection) increased from 230 A to 465 K, They
interpreted this data to support a crystalline bridge model
shown in Figure 4. A problem with this approach is that
each scattering technique measures a different moment of
the distribution of crystalline lengths in the fiber and
the observed difference in the crystal size may be due to
either intercrystalline bridges or a broad distribution of
crystal sizes.
A recent study by the same group using dark field
transmission electron microscopy to directly image the
crystallites shows that the crystal length distribution
broadens considerably with increasing draw ratio for samples
drawn at 120°C (24)
.
Arridge, Barham and Keller studied how annealing
changed the properties of PE drawn at 75°C (25) . Annealing
the initially formed fibers with constrained ends dropped
the tensile modulus to 14%. of its original value (65 GPa) .
However, after aging at room temperature (1000 min.) the
1Figure 1.4. Crystalline bridge model for the
microfibrils in hot drawn polyethylene (References 23
and 26)
•
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tensile modulus (remarkably!) increases to 70% of its
initial value. This interesting effect was later studied
by Ward and coworkers using wide and small angle x-ray
scattering (26). They found a similar self-hardening
behavior as Arridge et al with the crystal coherence length
in the chain direction increasing with storage time after
annealing, correlating with the increase in tensile
modulus
.
This study supports the crystalline bridge model
since the crystallization of taut tie molecules to cry-
stalline bridges caused by annealing would increase both
the tensile modulus by providing new or more effective
"tie molecules" and the crystal coherence length by increasing
the number of crystal blocks in registry.
1.4. Solid State and Hydrostatic Extrusion
In solid state and hydrostatic extrusion a cylinder
of polymer is forced by pressure to flow through a con-
verging conical die. The term "solid state extrusion" is
used when the force is applied to the solid polymer via a
ram. In hydrostatic extrusion a high pressure fluid exerts
the force and is extruded as a thin film between the polymer
extrudate and the die, hence lubricating the extrudate.
Figure 5 shows a typical die geometry. The extrusion draw
14
, 5 solid state
extrusion die geometry
^^?^^%;w* ratio variation (Reference
35).
and extrusion draw
15
ratio (EDR) of the extrudate is determined by th
entrance and exit areas of the die:
e ratio of
R 2
EDR (1.3)
Therefore, the draw ratio is not limited by the necking
process as in tensile drawing experiments. Fibrillation
compressive forces of the die. This allows higher draw
ratios (up to 45X for PE [27]) to be obtained than are
possible by conventional hot or cold drawing.
The polymer is deformed under elongational flow
as in drawing but with an additional shear flow component
(28). Extruded samples have a different strain rate
history as a function of EDR than drawn samples (29,30).
In drawing most of the deformation occurs in the neck.
This behavior is shown schematically in Figure 6a.
However, with extrusion through a conical die
the strain rate is highest at the die exit where the
extrusion draw ratio is at its maximum. The strain rate
varies inversely as the cube of the distance from the die
exit as shown in Figure 6b.
Imada et al (31) performed the first study on solid
state extrusion and the properties of PE extrudate. They
and voiding during deformation are suppressed by the
16
o
cr
a
a
(?)
>
>" >
>
EDR
Figure 1.6 Relative strain rate vs. draw ratio for; (a) draw-
ing (b) extrusion. The shape of the sample is superimposed on the figure.
In drawing the draw ratio increases after the maximum strain rate is
reached in the neck while for extrusion through a conical die the maximum
is at the die exit where the final EDR is reached (References 29 and 30).
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extruded PE up to draw ratio of 16X at 100°C. This extrudate
had a room temperature tensile modulus of 30 GPa. wide
angle x-ray diffraction indicated an almost perfect
orientation of the crystalline chains (c-axis) in the
extrusion direction. Preferential orientation of the a-
axis parallel to the radial direction was also found.
A two point small angle pattern was found using
slit collimation and photographic film. The small angle
long period was found to increase with increasing annealing
temperature as has been reported for drawn samples.
Transmission electron microscopy showed microfibers
300 A wide. The 16X extrusion draw ratio sample showed a
very high degree of thermal dimensional stability on
heating. Shrinkage started only 10 to 15°C from the sample
melting point (Tm~133°C) and the final shrinkage was only
2%. This thermal stability compared very favorably with
a sample drawn at QO°C to lOX. It started to shrink at ~50°C
and shrank "7% before melting.
Nakayama and Kanetsuna (32,33) extensively studied
the morphology and properties of hydrostatically extruded
PE. They studied the deformation that occurred within the
conical die up to draw ratio 9X. Small and wide angle x-ray
patterns recorded as a function of position (hence EDR) down
the flow line of the die showed the same lamellae tilt and
18
e
slip deformation mechanism as in conventional tensil
drawing (3). The c-axis orientation function (f^) was
measured by wide angle x-ray diffraction as a function of
extrusion temperature for EDR's of 3, 6.4 and 9. For the
highest draw ratio f^ was independent of extrusion tempera-
ture. For the lower draw ratios (3 and 6.4) it increased
slightly with increasing extrusion temperature. Amorphous
orientation (f^^) was calculated by measuring the sample
birefringence, An^, and using the well known Hermans-Stein
equation (34 )
:
An^ = An^X^ +
^n^ni^^-^c^ (1.4)
where An = An°f
c c c
and An = An*^ f
am am am
Assuming An^ = An^^ and neglecting form and distortional
birefringence f^^ increased with extrusion draw ratio reach
ing approximately 0.8 between 3 to 8X. f decreased with
am
increasing extrusion temperature. However, this method of
measuring amorphous orientation has a high error for well
oriented
,
highly crystalline specimens since it involves
subtracting two terms close in value, An. and An X . The
^ 'tec
decreases in amorphous orientation with increasing tempera-
ture represents the entropic retraction of taut tie mole-
cules during the solid state deformation.
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Solid state extrusion to achieve the highest
molecular extension has been pursued extensively in this
laboratory. This work has recently been summarized in
reference 35. Extrusion draw ratios of up to 40 have been
obtained resulting in tensile moduli of about 60 to 65 GPa.
Figure 7 shows a plot of tensile modulus as a function of
extrusion draw ratio. Tensile modulus seems to be a mono-
tonic function of draw ratio just ^s in hot and cold
drawing.
If the extrusion process can achieve the ultimate
goal of ultra-drawing each polymer molecule an ideal conti-
nuous crystal morphology would be produced where every
molecule is fully extended. This ideal morphology is shown
in Figure 8 (36). Chain ends and random chain folds act
as defects in this model.
Assuming PE of molecular weight 200,000 and initial
lamellae fold period 200 A a molecular draw of about SOX
is required to completely unfold the polymer molecular from
its conformation in the lamellae crystal. This idealized
morphology should have a tensile modulus close to 320 GPa.
,
the theoretical modulus of PE (11) .
A method of experimentally measuring the molecular
draw ratio has recently been developed (37) . By rapidly
melting thin films at 160 °C and observing shrinkage all the
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Figure 1.8. Clark's idealized continuous crystal
model ( 36 )
.
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molecular extension is recovered. Samples of different
tensile modulus but equivalent sample extrusion draw ratio,
which were produced from different molecular weight PE's
and extrusion conditions, fell on a master curve of
tensile modulus versus molecular draw ratio.
Several indirect methods such as gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) (38) and thermal expansion (32,40)
indicate some "continuous crystal" structure present in
this class of samples of high extrusion draw ratio. GPC
was performed on samples etched at 60°c in red fuming nitric
acid for several weeks. Since nitric acid preferentially
degrades amorphous PE chains, a GPC analysis of the remaining
polymer yields the chain length distribution in the remaining
crystallites. A high molecular weight tail that remained
after 14 weeks of etching was attributed to approximately
20% continuous crystal phase. Since these fibers are very
resistant to degradation the high molecular tail could be
a combination of long crystals and/or undegraded tie mole-
cules. Thermal expansion coefficients were measured on
solid state extrudates of draw ratio 50 prepared at 136°C
under an extrusion pressure of 2100 atm. A negative thermal
expansion coefficient was measured (i.e. , reversible shrink-
age on heating). Since the -thermal expansion of PE crystals
is negative in the chain direction, this suggests "crystal
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continuity" exists throughout the macroscopic sample. The
thermal expansion data was later combined with tensile
properties to calculate the area fraction of the continuous
crystal phase using a series-parallel model (40). This
model did not include the presence of taut tie molecules
in the non-crystalline regions. The non-crystalline regions
were also assumed to be completely amorphous with a posi-
tive thermal expansion coefficient. if a theoretical ten-
sile modulus of 320 GPa (11) is used for the crystallites
and tie molecules the equations in reference 37 yield an
area fraction of the continuous load bearing crystals of
13%.
Solid state extruded PE, cold and hot drawn samples
all exhibit x-ray scattering maxima at small angles. All
these fibers show a 2-point pattern of intensity peaks on
the meridian, caused by periodic electron density fluctua-
tions along the microfiber corresponding to the crystalline
and non-crystalline regions. The long period has been found
to increase with extrusion temperature at the constant
extrusion draw ratio of 10 (35). This corresponds with the
work of Peterlin on hot drawing which he interpreted as
annealing to a new fold period (41) . A large decrease in
the SAXS peak intensity is^ also reported for solid state
extrudates produced at 134 "'C and 2, 300 atm. as the
extrusion draw ratio increases from 5 to 40. This was
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interpreted as being caused ,y an increase in fi.er perfec-
tion as the fold concentration decreased and became dis-
tributed throughout the fiber as local defects.
small angle diffraction peaks can weaken in inten-
sity for 4 reasons: increasing macrolattice distortion,
decreasing macrolattice size, decrease in the density differ-
ence between the phases, and a change in phase volume frac-
tions. The macrolattice order within the fiber can be
studied unambiguously by SAXS only when 3 orders of reflec-
tion are observable (42). This is unfortunately almost
never the case in polymeric systems. Wu, Simpson and Black
have qualitatively correlated a decrease in scattered in-
tensity with increasing tensile modulus and strength for
hot drawn PE fibers (43). The density difference between
the phases can be measured by calculating the invariant
from the scattering intensity. For oriented samples the
calculation should be done over 2 dimensions using point
collimated radiation. The invariant analysis has been done
only for a few systems, by Crist for oriented PET (44) and
Nylon 6 (45). The SAXS intensity decreases with increasing
draw for PE (41) , which is interpreted as resulting from
an increase in the amorphous phase density as the non-
crystalline orientation increases with draw.
What is remarkable about these high modulus fibers
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th^.t have been reported to contain some continuous crystal-
line phase is that the initial microfiber structure formed
at the low natural draw ratio still remains with further
significant drawing. An essential question that remains
is if this continuous crystal phase exists where it is in
relation to the more conventional microfiber structure and
how does it form from it. It is a primary goal of this
thesis to resolve these important questions.
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
2.1 Specimens
Drawn and extruded samples were prepared from two
commercial linear high density polyethylenes
, Alathon® 7050
of DuPont CO. and Marlex®6003 of Phillips Petroleum Co.
The molecular weights of these polyethylenes are = 59,000
with MyM^ = 3 and M^^ = 200,000 with M^/M^ = 7 to 13 respec-
tively. These polymers will be designated L and H for low
and high molecular weight.
Solid state extrusion was performed at 120°C through
conical brass dies of 20° entrance angle. Polyethylenes L
and H were extruded at 2400 atm pressure to extrusion draw
ratio (EDR) 24 using a die of exit diameter 1 . 8 mm and en-
trance diameter 8.8 mm. The extrusion rates were 20 mm/min.
and 0.6 ram/min. respectively. Sample L was also extruded to
draw ratios of 12, 24 and 36 using exit dies of 2.9, 2.0 and
1.8 mm diameter. The extrusion pressure of 2400 atm re-
sulted in extrusion rates of 45, 20 and 1.4 mm/min.
The comparison of solid state extrusion to cold
drawing with post-draw annealing was performed using sample
H at draw ratio 9. Sheets were hot pressed from pellets at
160 °C. The sheets were then quenched in ice water after
being held at the pressing temperature 5 min. without pres-
sure to allow stresses to relax. Strips 5 mm wide were cut
from these sheets and drawn in an Instron at 2 mm/min. at
room temperature. The draw ratio was measured by the sepa-
ration of fiducial marks drawn on the undeformed sample at
10 mm intervals. Films of draw ratio 9 were used. These
samples will be referred to as cold drawn. Solid state ex-
truded samples of extrusion draw ratio 9 were prepared by
coextrusion of the cut strips in a polyethylene "sandwich"
(46). The extrusion was performed at 120«C at an extrusion
rate of 18 mm/min.
Cold drawn films were annealed in a silicone oil
bath at 120 °C. Samples were annealed with the ends free and
with both ends fixed by clamps to prevent shrinkage during
annealing. Annealing was performed for 5 minutes. This
corresponds to the total residence time of the solid state
extruded sample in the extrusion die as it was deformed from
EDR 1 to 9, while the other samples were annealed after draw-
ing to 9X. Samples were also annealed with free ends for
the 1 min. during which all the shrinkage occurred. Hot
drawn 9X samples were also prepared at 120 °C and drawing
rate of 2 mm/min.
2.2 Mechanical Testing
The modulus measurements of the extrudates were per-
formed in tension at ambient temperature on an Instron TTM
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tensile tester (37). The elastic modulus was determined
from the tangent to the stress-strain curve at 0.1% strain.
The strain was measured using an extensometer
. The strain
rate was 3 x 10~^ sec"""-.
The modulus measurements of the film samples were
performed in tension at ambient temperature on a Toyo table
model Instron. The elastic modulus was determined from the
tangent to the stress strain curve at 0.1% strain on 30 mm
gauge length samples. Machine compliance was accounted for
in measuring the strain. The strain rate was 3 x 10~^ sec""'-
.
2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC scans were performed at a heating rate of 10 °C/
min. using a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2. An indium sample was used
to calibrate melting point and heat of fusion. The degree
of crystallinity was calculated assuming 68 cal/gm for the
heat of fusion of PE crystals (47)
.
2.4 Density
Sample densities were measured in an ethylene glycol-
isopropanol density gradient column by ASTM procedure D1505-
68 using glass calibration beads. Measurements were repro-
3ducible to .0005 gm/cm .
2.5 Shrinkage
Shrinkage measurements were performed on the film
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samples of draw ratio 9 in a silicone oil bath between 60°
and 136°C. 10 imn strips approximately 2 mm wide and
. 3 mm
thick were submerged in the constant temperature bath for 1
min. then quenched in water and the final length, 1^, was
measured. The 1 min. immersion time was chosen since the
shrinkage was complete after this time for all samples. The
percent shrinkage, S, was calculated as:
S =
-J— K 100 (2.1)
o
where is the initial length of the strip.
2.6.1 Sample preparation for electron microscopy
. Thin
specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were
obtained by two independent methods. Detachment replication
(48,49) required freeze-fracturing the sample longitudinally
at liquid nitrogen temperature to expose the interior mor-
phology (see Figure 1) . This internal fracture surface was
then carbon-platinum shadowed at 30° followed by carbon at
90°. Polyacrylic acid (PAA) solution was then painted on
the surface, allowed to dry and then stripped off detaching
the C-Pt/C replica and most importantly, thin polymer fibrils
which adhere well to the replica. The replica was then cut
into small pieces and thoroughly washed in distilled water
to remove the PAA and then mounted on grids for microscopy.
The second method involved etching the extruded
sample in red nitric acid (50,51) for two weeks at 70°C.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic showing the detachment
replication and nitric acid etching specimen preparation
procedures
.
The samples were then washed with water, and low molecular
weight fragments were removed by extraction with hot ace-
tone vapors. Fibrous etch fragments were dispersed by mild
ultrasonication in ethanol. The suspension of fragments
was then simply allowed to dry on a carbon support film
mounted on a TEM grid.
-
•^•^ Electron microscopy techniques
. Electron beam
radiation damage to our samples limits the obtainable in-
formation. Ionization events caused by the incident elec-
trons create free radicals and their subsequent reactions
cause the polyethylene molecules to crosslink and degrade.
These changes in molecular structure lead to loss of
crystallinity and dimensional changes (52). Because we
operate the microscope in conditions of low electron flux
on the sample and detached fibers generally have good ther-
mal contact with the substrate, beam heating effects are
minor. Since the diffracted intensity used to form the DF
image decreases as the crystal is transformed to the amor-
phous state only the diffracted intensity up to the crystal
life time, t, (which is a function of the radiation chemis-
try and physics of the polymer) is available to form a use-
ful image. This limits the resolution of DF images. Also,
it is known that for PE single crystals damage occuring
during the exposure of the DF image can lead to radiation
damage artifacts (53).
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Bright field (BP) and dark field (DF) electron
icroscopy were performed using a JEOL lOOCX "TEMSCAN"
as both a conventional transmission electron microscope
(CTEM) and as a scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM). Minimum exposure in CTEM was accomplished by
using a low dose rate, damaging only the area under ob-
servation at the low magnification of 3,300X and focusing
on adjacent areas and then recording the DF image using
approximately 60% of the available i. Low dose rates were
achieved by using the #3 condenser aperture, spot size
between 2 and 3 (intermediate conditions were obtained
using the free lens control) and reducing the filament
bias. These conditions resulted in an electron flux of
~3 X 10 A/cm on the sample and a beam divergence of be-
tween 1 X 10"-^ and 1 x lO"^ radians such that the PE dif-
fraction pattern lasted approximately 60 seconds.
DF images were recorded with tilted beam illumina-
tion using the 110 and 200 reflections and the #4 objec-
tive aperture (radius of 0. 067A~-'- at 100 kv) . The proce-
dure was to first focus in BF with the aid of the image
wobbler then to translate to an undamaged area that had
thin fibrils. Specimen motion due to thermal drift was
minimized by avoiding large fibrils and the grid support
bars. The DF image was then recorded with a 45 sec. ex-
posure using Kodak Electron Image Film 4463 or duPont "low-
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dose" x-ray film.
Electron diffraction patterns were obtained from
relatively large areas ^50 ,m in diameter, as defined by
the incident beam diameter, to achieve sufficient peak
signal to noise at a low dose. AH patterns were obtained
from previously undamaged areas at doses less than 10% of
T with a beam divergence less than 1 x lO"^ radians. This
low divergence permits crystals up to 3,000A to be measured
by line breadth analysis. The peak profiles were deter-
mined with a Joyce-Loebel microdensitoraeter from the Kodak
Electron Image Film type 4463.
Further details of the relatively new technique of
STEM as applied to polymer morphology is the subject of
Chapter III.
2.6.3 Comparison of techniques . The DF images from the
samples prepared by detachment replication and nitric
acid etching were compared to eliminate the possibility of
artifacts caused by specimen preparation. Figure 2a is a
composite of several regions from combined 110-200 CTEM DF
showing crystalline regions along the detached microfibrils
(L polymer, EDR 36) . The crystallites average approximate-
o
ly 250A in width (e.g., the full width of the microfibril)
o
and have a range of thicknesses from 125 to 450A along
the fibril direction. The crystallites appear both singly
and in short regular sequences. The shortest intervening
33
Figure 2.2. Comparison of the results of the
specimen preparation procedures: (a) CTEM-DF of the de-
tachment replica using the combined 110 and 200 reflec-
tions; (b) STEM annular DF of the nitric acid etch
fragments
.
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dark nondiffracting regions are about 70A long. Figure 2b is a
STEM annular DF image of the fibrous etch fragments of the
same sample. The crystallites imaged are more numerous
since more diffracted beams (approximately 36 reflections)
contribute to the dark field image, but the crystallite
size and orientation along the microfibrils is essentially
the same as observed in CTEM DF of detachment replicas.
A further approach to elucidate microfibril sub-
structure is the use of gold decoration. Gold particles
have been shown to preferentially nucleate on crystal
edges and amorphous regions in semicrystalline polymers
(54). This gold decoration provides another technique to
distinguish the crystalline and amorphous regions in these
O
fibers. Individual gold particles are about 50A in diameter
Figure 3 is a CTEM BF image of a gold decorated etch frag-
ment. The gold particles cluster to form short, meander-
ing rows separated by denuded (presumably crystalline)
regions. A somewhat regular spacing of the gold particles
along the fiber axis is evident. Optical diffraction from
the micrograph negative yields a textured, broad scatter-
ing pattern with a maximum along the meridian corresponding
o
to an average spacing of approximately 150A. A discre-
pancy between the long period determined by gold particle
spacing and SAXS was noted' by Shimamura (55). He attribu-
ted this to the gold particles depositing on all types of
disordered and defect regions on the surface resulting in
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a lower average particle separation compared to the SAXS
peak position determined long period which results only
from contributions of the regularly-stacked crystalline
regions
.
The detachment replica procedure was also applied
to high pressure crystallized PE (242°C and 5000 atm.).
(r)This sample of Alathon^ 7040 (M^ = 90,000
,
1\,/M^ = 7) was
kindly supplied by Dr. H. Hoehn of DuPont and is described
as sample #2 in his publication (56). Since this sample
has a well characterized extended chain morphology it was
used to determine if the sample preparation and microscopy
techniques were indeed sufficient to identify long extended
chain crystals. A CTEM-BF image of a detachment replica of
this high pressure crystallized material is shown in Figure
4a. In this micrograph the replicated extended chain
crystal blocks extend about 1 ym in length in the chain
direction. Darker block like regions are also observed.
These are detached extended chain PE regions that adhered
to the replica. Figure 4b shows detached regions from a
typical area imaged in CTEM-DF using the 110 and 200 re-
flections. The white arrows point to detached PE that is
o
diffracting (bright) over regions 2,000 to 8,000 A in
length indicating that a substantial part of the crystal
lattice has been imaged.
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Figure 2.4. Detachment replica of high pressure
crystallized polyethylene. (a) CTEM-BF image. (b) CTEM-
DF image using 110 and 200 reflections.
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hil Sraall Angle X-ray Scattering ( SAXS)
Small angle x-ray scattering was performed at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, using
the 10-meter camera (complete details of this facility are
given in reference 57). The pinhole collimation and two
dimensional position sensitive detector made this instru-
ment the ideal choice for studying the anisotropic scat-
tering from these fibers. The CuKa x-ray source was mono-
cromated by pyrolitic graphite in the incident beam. The
incident beam intensity on the sample was 4.7 x 10^ counts/
sec. It was measured using a series of multiple nickel
foils (58). Specimen transmittance , T
, was measured by
comparing the small angle scattering of the sample with a
glassy carbon standard, which scatters strongly at small
angles, to the scattering from the glassy carbon alone (57)
Solid state extruded samples that were intially
cylindrical, were trimmed on both sides to flat slabs
approximately 1,0 mm thick using a rotary microtome with
a glass knife. Film samples were stacked to achieve
approximately 1.0 mm total thickness. All samples were
wider than 1 . 0 mm so that the incident 1 mm x 1 mm x-ray
beam was completely covered by sample. Data was collec-
ted at specimen to detector distances of 412 cm and 220 cm
to cover angular ranges of 24 mrad. and 45 mrad., respec-
tively .
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The SAXS invariant, Q, was determined by integrat-
ing the scattered intensity recorded by the two-dimension-
al detector assuming fiber rotational symmetry according
to:
Q = 4Tr ^/ ^/ I(S^,S2) S2dS^dS2 (2.2)
where S = (2sine)/A, 26 is the scattering angle and and
are vectors parallel and perpendicular to the fiber
axis respectively (59)
.
Exclusion of void scattering and zero order scatter
near the origin reduced Q by only about 10% and was used
as the criteria to determine the uncertainty in Q. Back-
ground contributions from slits, parasitic scattering,
dark current and thermal diffuse scattering were subtracted
froi.i I {3^,82) ' The thermal diffuse scattering was deter-
mined from the constant value that I (8^,32) reached at the
high angle tail (45 mrad.) of the SAXS.
2.8 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
Profiles of the (002) reflection were also record-
ed from the extrudates using a Siemens D500 wide angle
diffTactometer employed in the symmetric transmission mode
with Ni filtered CuKa radiation. The beam divergence was
minimized for line broadening measurements with 0.1° in-
cident beam slits and a 0.018° receiving slit so that a
1.5 mm thick hexamethylene tetramine standard had an inte-
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gral breadth of 0.131° for a reflection at 76.73° 20.
The PE sample profiles were recorded over a 5°2e
angular range starting from 73° at a rate of 0.1°/min.
The count rate was typically 150 counts/sec. at the main
peak. The background was found to be a constant (-3-5
counts/sec) on both sides of the peak. The Rachinger
correction (60) was applied to remove the CuKa^^ peak from
the (002) profile. Integral breadths, A3
, , were cal-
iwi'
culated from the corrected profiles by
^^obs = /I(2e)d(29) (2.3)
max
where 1^^^^ is the maximum peak intensity.
The correction of the observed integral breadths
for instrumental broadening depends on whether the peak
shapes are Cauchy or Gaussian (61). If the profiles are
Cauchy
:
while for Gaussian profiles
:
A3 , ^ = A3t^ + A3^ ^ (2.5)
^obs L instr
.
where A3-, is the broadening from the sample. Since ob-
served peaks can be combinations of Cauchy and Gaussian
shapes we have calculated the mean crystal length for both
cases using the Scherrer equation:
L41
\-^AXD = KA
A^^cose (2.6)
where K = 1.0 for OOJl reflections (62).
The crystal size determined from electron and x-ray
diffraction will be a minimum bound on crystal coherence
length since paracrystal distortion, lattice defects and
lattice strain give additional peak broadening contribu-
tions .
2.9 Birefringence
The birefringence of the flat film samples of draw
ratio 9 was measured using an Ehringhaus calcite rotary
compensator with a Zeiss polarizing microscope and a white
light source. The extruded samples of circular cross
section were not sufficiently transparent to accurately
measure the birefringence.
CHAPTER III
SCANNING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
(STEM) OF POLYETHYLENE
3.1. Introduction
The chief limitation to the use of electron micro-
scopy for the study of crystalline polymers is the radia-
tion damage produced in the polymer by the electron beam.
Early workers were quick to discover that polyethylene
crystals changed contrast and their diffraction patterns
faded in a fraction of a second when viewed under an intense
electron beam (63). Observations of diffraction contrast
features (such as dislocations and fold domain boundaries)
and recording of diffraction patterns are possible but are
severely limited due to the damage of the crystalline lat-
tice by the electron beam (52,64). Scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) has been suggested to have an
advantage over conventional transmission electron microscopy
(CTEM) for two principal reasons: (1) the collection effi-
ciency of scattered electrons is higher for STEM than for
CTEM [which results in higher S/N ratios in the image for
a given incident electron dose (or equivalently a reduced
specimen dose is possible for the same quality image)] and
(2) microarea diffraction patterns may be obtained without
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cumulative radiation damage to adjacent areas.
In this chapter advantages and applications of STEM
for radiation sensitive semicry stal line polymers are exam-
ined. The minimum scattering volume for obtaining scanning
microdiffraction patterns for polyethylene is determined.
Various modes of STEM dark field imaging are discussed and
applied to polymer morphologies
.
3.2. Operation of STEM for Radiation
Sensitive Polymers
Figure 1 shows schematically the basic components
of a STEM. The central feature is a highly focused beam of
o
small diameter (10 to 60 A for CTEM with scanning attachment
o
and as low as 2 A for dedicated STEM) which is sequentially
scanned over the thin specimen. The beam is focused onto
the specimen by the strong prefield of the objective lens
and the transmitted electrons are detected by a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) . In order to form the image, the
amplified signal is displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT)
which is synchronized with the scan coil of the incident
illumination. Image contrast arises from variations of the
transmitted intensity. The magnification is set by the
ratio of the area of the scan on the CRT to the area of the
scan on the specimen. The bright field (BE) image is re-
corded by an on-axis disc detector. A second annular detec-
tor outside the BE disc detector may be used with a
Objective
Lens
Scan
Generator
CRT
SAD
Aperture
Scan
Coils
TE detector
e 3.1 Schematic illustrating the basic components
a STEM.
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second viewing CRT to provide simultaneous BF and DF images
(see Figure 2) . Also, the BF disc detector may be made
effectively into an annular detector by blocking out the
main transmitted beam with, for example, the diffraction
beam stop. For crystalline specimens where a specific re-
flection is desired to form the DF image, the intermediate
lens aperture (SAD aperture) can be used to block out all
scattered intensity but the reflection of interest. Because
the illumination in STEM is conical, the BF disc detector
angle a should be equal to the illumination angle 3 (see
Figure 1)
.
STEM has been suggested to have an advantage over
CTEM for two principal reasons: (1) the collection efficiency
of scattered electrons is higher for STEM than for CTEM and
(2) microarea diffraction patterns may be obtained without
cumulative radiation damage to adjacent areas (65,66,67).
Specific comparison between STEM and CTEM depends precisely
on the type of incident illumination, mode of image forma-
tion, type of image contrast and image resolution desired.
Because the STEM image is collected point by point, the
various kinds of transmitted electron signals can be pro-
cessed in many possible ways permitting, for example,
selected energy loss images for chemical mapping, elastic
to inelastic scattering ratio images for atomic number
con-
trast, etc. (68, 69). Our approach in this paper
will be
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e 3.2 Concentric bright field and annular dark fie
using two amplification and display systems.
The bright and dark field images can be obser
and recorded simultaneously.
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restricted to applications of STEM DF imaging of radiation
sensitive crystalline polymers
.
Since radiation damage is the limiting factor in
electron microscopy of polymers, the main issue is to con-
sider how to minimize the specimen damage to obtain a given
amount of information from the specimen (52,64). The
electron dose ( ) that can be used to extract informa-maX
tion before the sample is severely damaged (thereby making
further information more noise than signal) depends only on
the radiation physics and chemistry taking place in the
sample (52). This maximum level of damage which can be
tolerated depends on what type of information is desired
from the specimen. Diffraction contrast images and elec-
tron diffraction patterns depend on the crystallinity of
the specimen. Because the long range crystalline order of
the sample is destroyed with increasing electron dose, a
limited number of scattered electrons can be used to obtain
crystallographic information. By employing higher acceler-
ating voltages (70) or by specimen cooling 4)^^^ may be in-
creased (71). High voltage does not result in any net im-
provement because although <\>^^^ increases, the diffracted
intensity per unit incident does decreases by the same
amount. Specimen cooling to cryotemperatures (~20°K)
resultJ
in an approximate 3X improvement of cj)^^^ over room
tempera-
ture for polymers which damage by crosslinking by
reducing
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the mobility and hence the reactivity of the radicals which
lead to crosslinking (71). In addition to improvinq d)
^ ^max'
specimen cooling also increases the scattering efficiency
by decreasing the loss of diffracted peak intensity due to
thermal diffuse scattering (about 10% increase for poly-
ethylene) (72) .
The image resolution, 6, is related to A by the
^max ^
equation
:
.
_
SNR
T
.
-
1 /9 (3.1)
r ^ n
^J_max
^
q J
where SNR is the signal to noise ratio sufficient to detect
a signal in a noisy background [it is usually taken as at
least 5 (73)], f is the utilization efficiency (i.e., the
fraction of the electrons passing through the specimen
which contribute to the image) , q is the charge of an
electron, and C is the contrast (74). Both f and C are
imaging mode dependent. Because f and C are coupled as
f-'-Z^C, the most efficient use of the transmitted electrons
(BF) does not necessarily provide the highest resolution
(52, 64) .
The only way of improving resolution at a given
specimen temperature is thus to increase f (65). A STEM
equipped with an annular detector can collect nearly
all
electrons scattered outside of the central beam. Optimum
information extraction is achieved if all this signal is
transferred without loss to the recording medium and if
the information loss in the focusing/area selection/diffrac-
tion optics set up steps is negligible in comparison to the
radiation damage which occurs during recording. The inher-
ent image intensification, control of illumination location
and magnification independent focus capabilities of STEM
permit very convenient and precise focusing/area selection/
diffraction optics set up without significant radiation
damage to the area of interest.
Image intensification is provided by the electronic
contrast and brightness controls of the STEM detection
system. The electronically manipulated image does not of
course contain more information but is merely brighter than
the unintensif led image (64). The lower limit at which an
ideal image intensification system can be used for focusing
or area selection is limited by the statistical electron
beam noise to about 1 x lO""^^ Amp/cm^. This is a factor
100 - 200 lower than the necessary current density required
for minimum microscope phosphor screen brightness for un-
aided focusing/area selection by the dark adapted eye (75),
provided image intensification does not introduce addition-
al noise (commercial systems approach this ideal (76)).
only the specimen region viewed on the CRT is radiation
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damaged so that the selected area mode (a variable size
reduced raster of the CRT) and variable beam scan speeds
are quite useful as discussed in the following example:
the specimen is first observed with a rapid scan at low
magnification (hence low dose rate) and coarse focus and
area selection are accomplished with only slight sample
damage. A low equality BF micrograph of the area is taken
for reference using the polaroid camera. At this point
the selected area mode is used to observe an area from the
first selected region that does not contain the precise
feature of interest but is sufficiently nearby so focusing
on this second region will give adequate focus for the
desired area. Now since focus is independent of magnifi-
cation in STEM (which is not the case for CTEM) the image
is focused for high resolution at a high magnification in
the selected area mode with a slow scan speed to improve
SNR for precise focus, damaging (severely) only a very small
area. The magnification is then reduced and full CRT scan
is used to record a high resolution image from a nearby
undamaged, in focus, selected area. Figure 3 is a BF
micrograph taken of a polyethylene single crystal using this
method. (Note the nondif fracting area that was damaged
during selected area focusing)
.
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Figure 3.3 Bright field micrograph of overgrown polyethylene
single crystals. The rectangular region in the
upper right is lighter and lacks contrast because
it was radiation damaged during focusing at high
magnification
.
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3 • 3 . Scanning Microdi f fraction
For many problems of interest in materials science,
it is desirable to know the local crystal structure and
orientation and to be able to follow changes in the sample
structure and orientation into adjacent areas. Recently,
Low et al. (77), have successfully obtained STEM fixed beam
microarea diffraction patterns from adjacent areas with
o
beam diameters as small as 0.1 \m in 3000 to 7000 A thick
spherulitic polyethylene films. In this section we demon-
strate the usefulness of STEM scanning beam microdif fraction
for radiation sensitive polymers and determine the minimum
sample volume of polyethylene required for suitable diffrac-
tion patterns of single crystals.
3.3.1. Experimental technique . It is informative to brief-
ly review three techniques now available for obtaining dif-
fraction patterns from limited sample areas. The first two
techniques are possible with a CTEM; the rocking beam micro-
diffraction technique requires an STEM.
Conventional selected-area diffraction (SAD) patterns
are obtained in CTEM by using a large diameter, parallel
beam of incident electrons on the sample with a field
limiting aperture (the SAD aperture) placed in the first
image plane of the intermediate lens (see Figure 4a). The
minimum diffraction area is determined by the size of the
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SAD aperture and the spherical aberration of the objective
lens (i.e., diffracted electrons from outside the area de-
fined by the SAD aperture contribute to the diffraction
pattern)
.
Spherical aberration limits the minimum diffrac-
tion area to several hundred nanometers for 100 keV CTEM.
Moreover the large incident beam size on the sample elimin-
ates the possibility of recording successive patterns from
adjacent areas for radiation sensitive materials.
Microbeam diffraction (MBD) is also possible with
a CTEM by using a strongly excited first condenser lens and
a very small second condenser lens aperture (typically 20
ym) to illuminate the sample with a fine parallel beam of
electrons (see Figure 4b) . Since no field-limiting aperture
is used, the spherical aberration of the objective lens does
not play a role and the minimum diffraction area is the
o
incident beam diameter (c.2500A). Because the incident
beam only illuminates the area of interest, successive
patterns may be obtained from adjacent areas. The only
o
drawbacks are the 2500A size limitation, the non-uniform
intensity distribution across the illuminated area (approx-
imately Gaussian), and lack of a precise means of reposi-
tioning the beam to an adjacent area of interest.
STEM microdif fraction uses the strongly excited
objective lens in a STEM to focus a fine static electron
probe on the sample (convergent beam diffraction) . The
diffraction pattern formed is then magnified by the lower
half of the objective lens. The sample area producing the
diffraction pattern is determined again by the incident beam
diameter. The beam diameter is fixed by the objective and
condenser lens settings and the technique is essentially the
same as CTEM-MBD but with much smaller incident beam size
due to the strong focusing action of the objective lens.
Typical values for a tungsten hairpin filament source
operated at 100 keV are 200A probe size with angular aperture
of the convergent beam about 1 x 10~^rad.
Recently, a second STEM microdif fraction method has
been developed employing a rocking incident beam. The
sample is positioned midway between the objective lens pole
pieces such that a nearly parallel incident beam can be
rocked about a point lying in the specimen plane. In this
manner diffraction patterns have been obtained from 30A dia-
meter metal crystals (78). This is approximately the
theoretical minimum crystal size for a meaningful diffrac-
tion pattern of about 5 times the unit cell size.
3.3.2. Results and discussion . The main obstacle to the
successful application of microdiffraction to polymers is,
of course, radiation damage. The minimum polymer sample
size which can form a useful diffraction pattern is limited
by the insufficient S/N statistics in the scattered peaks
at low doses and destruction of the crystal by radiation
damage at high doses. Experiments employing the two stan-
dard STEM microdiffraction techniques using a JEOL 100 CX
"TEMSCAN" with 200A electron probe and 120A thick poly-
ethylene single crystals indicated severe radiation damage
occurred before a diffraction pattern of the crystal could
be obtained. To adopt STEM microdiffraction for radiation
sensitive polymers the following procedure was developed
(see Figure 4c)
: the microdiffraction mode of the STEM is
selected and the optics are adjusted for the normal con-
vergent beam diffraction pattern at 100,000 X magnification
However, instead of operating in the spot scan mode (sta-
tionary beam) the selected-area frame scan mode is used.
The selected-area scan is adjusted to scan a square area
W cm X W cm on the CRT (corresponding to W x lO^^A by W x 10"^A
on the sample)
. A scanning beam microarea diffraction
pattern can thus be viewed on the fluorescent screen. By
systematically varying the size of the scanned area and
recording (using the normal electron image plates) dif-
fraction patterns at fixed incident beam current, we de-
o o
termined that an area approximately lOOOA x lOOOA is the
smallest area which yields a "useful" pattern (see Figure
5) . The usefulness of a particular diffraction pattern
will, or course, depend on what information is required.
There will be a sacrifice of signal to noise ratio for
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Figure 3.5 Scanning beam microarea diffraction pattern ob-
tained from 1000 A x 1000 A area of a poly-
ethylene crystal.
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smaller diffraction volumes. The criteria for a useful
pattern will also depend on the radiation damage character-
istics of the particular reflections of interest. Some
reflections simply weaken and disappear as the crystal
damages whereas others weaken, shift and broaden, even-
tually forming an amorphous halo.
The essential differences between microbeam dif-
fraction (MBD) and scanning microbeam diffraction (SMD) are
incident beam diameter and beam divergence. To compare MBD
and SMD, it is necessary to assess the effect of beam di-
vergence and diameter on the scattered peak intensity and
peak width. To resolve a given reflection in an electron
diffraction pattern requires a sufficient signal/noise ratio
and a sufficiently narrow peak breadth.
The effect of beam divergence will be to decrease
the diffracted intensity and to broaden the reflections.
Assuming kinematical scattering, the scattered intensity
will vary as
-r/\Sin7TSt /o-^NI (s) ~ 2 (3.2)
sin Trs
where t is the crystal thickness parallel to the electron
beam and s is the deviation of the incident beam from the
Bragg condition (s=0)
.
An overestimate of the decrease in the diffracted
intensity due to beam divergence can be made by assuming
all incident electrons to have a deviation from the Bragg
condition equivalent to the beam divergence (e.g., l x lo"^
rad). For the 110 reflection of a 120A thick polyethylene
crystal, this amounts to less than a 1% decrease in the
scattered intensity.
Neglecting radiation damage and paracrystalline
line-broadening contributions, the observed peak width will
be
:
= + (3.3
where 6 3j^ is the broadening due to the beam diameter (ef-
fective crystal size) and 63^ is the broadening due to beam
divergence
.
Beam divergence and beam diameter are in general
inversely related— for our conditions the beam divergence
o o
for a lOOOA beam is five times less than for the 200A beam.
The contribution to the line broadening from beam size will
usually be negligible in comparison to that from beam di-
ver<jence
.
Therefore , for a given total area illuminated and
total incident beam intensity the MBD pattern will exhibit
sharper reflections because of the inherently lower diver-
gence of a larger incident beam.
The scanning beam diffraction patterns obtained ex-
Figure 3.6 110 STEM dark-field micrographs of polyethylene
single crystal. (a) Crystal before scanning
microarea diffraction. (b) Crystal after eight
successive scanning microarea diffraction pat-
terns. Dark regions indicate loss of crystal-
linity in the regions used for diffraction pat-
terns while the rest of crystal has remained
undamaged . (c) Schematic drawing showing lo-
cation of each 1000 A X 1000 A region used for
forming each scanning microarea diffraction pattern.
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hibit broadened diffraction spots typical of the convergent
(stationary) beam technique. High order reflections can be
observed out to the available limit of 20. The strong 110
and 200 polyethylene reflections are superimposed on an
amorphous halo which forms as the crystal becomes damaged
during the diffraction pattern exposure. Since the selec-
ted scan area can (with the beam off) be electronically
adjusted to any rectangular size and shape and as well
accurately repositioned in two perpendicular directions on
the sample, successive adjacent area scanning microdif-
fraction patterns can be obtained very routinely.
To demonstrate that such microarea diffraction
patterns do, indeed, result from a lOOOA x lOOOA specimen
area, we recorded STEM dark-field micrographs of a poly-
ethylene crystal before and after obtaining scanning micro-
diffraction patterns (see Figure 6). Initially a low dose
110 STEM dark-field micrograph was obtained of a single
crystal, then a total of eight successive scanning micro-
diffraction patterns from adjacent areas of the same fold
domain were obtained. The crystal was then re-imaged in 110
dark-field. As can be seen, eight small square regions are
dark due to the loss of crystallinity from the local high
dose required for each of the diffraction patterns. The
dimensions of each region and their corresponding mutual
orientation are consistent with that expected from the scan-
ning diffraction geometry. Moreover, the remaining adjacent
areas are still quite undamaged.
The conditions we have used for the scanning micro-
diffraction are an incident beam diameter of 200A, incident
beam current of approximately 5 x 10~^^A, beam divergence
of approximately 1 x lO"^ rad. (20ijm second condenser aper-
ture)
,
and the "rapid scan 2" mode which yields a beam
velocity on the sample of 5 x 10~~^cm sec""^ horizontally and
-5
-I1x10 cm sec vertically (500 line scans/frame)
. The
diffraction pattern fades in approximately 4 sec. for
these conditions. Assuming that the average current den-
sity can be approximated by the beam current divided by the
2area scanned, the total dose/cm is then just the average
current density times the exposure time. The calculated
-2 -2
value of 2 X 10 coulomb cm is in reasonable agreement
with published values of the crystal lifetime dose for
polyethylene at 100k V at room temperature (52,79). Cal-
culations also show that for the beam current density em-
-2
ployed (~0.16Acm ), sample temperature rise due to elec-
tron-beam heating should be negligible (80) . The only
limitations of scanning micro-diffraction are the maximum
26 allowed by the inner bore of the microscope column (for
our JEOL 100 CX, 26 -3 x 10"^rad, e.g., reflections out
' max
o
to about 12A are obtainable, line broadening due to some-
what larger beam divergence than for MBD and the maximum
scan distance along the sample due to inclination of the
incident beam to the specimen surface as the beam scans
across the sample.
The minimum sample volume for diffraction from
polyethylene at lOOkeV and room temperature is, therefore,
approximately 10^ (e.g., lOOOA x lOOOA x 120A) . This is
diffraction from about 4 million carbon atoms. The ultimate
spatial resolution would be set by using a single crystal
sample of maximum thickness. For polyethylene at lOOkeV
o
this single scattering thickness is on the order of lOOOA.
Thus the minimum area for a useful microdif fraction pattern
° 5 ° 2from a lOOOA thick polyethylene film is 10 A .
3.4. Stem Dark Field of Crystalline Polymers
Inherent to all DF imaging is proper selection of
the portion of the diffraction pattern which will be used to
form the DF image. Such selection is possible by employing
relatively low incident beam divergence so that discrete
diffraction spots can be resolved in the diffraction
pattern (81). For our JEOL 100 CX microscope, a small (-20
o
m diameter) second condenser aperture with a 60A electron
probe diameter permits the individual reflections of a
polyethylene single crystal to be resolved (see Figure 7).
For these conditions, the contribution of beam size to the
line width of the reflections is small in comparison to
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OQ 020
200
Figure 3.7 STEM microarea diffraction pattern from a poly
ethylene single crystal with beam stop tip for
annular DF in position. The reflections are
broad due to the large divergence of the inci-
dent beam.
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that from beam divergence. The minimum polymer sample size
which can form a useful diffraction pattern is limited by
the insufficient signal to noise statistics in the scatter-
ed peaks at low doses and by destruction of the crystal by
radiation damage at high doses. By scanning the beam and
systematically varying the size of the scanned area at
fixed incident beam current, the smallest area (for a given
sample thickness) which yields a "useful" scanning micro-
area diffraction pattern can be determined.
There are several methods to obtain STEM DF images.
If all but one of the reflections are restricted (by the
SAD aperture) from reaching the PMT detector, the conven-
tional single beam DF image is obtained. Various types of
multiple beam DF images are possible with STEM, In princi-
ple, such images could be obtained in CTEM, i.e., using the
strioscopy technique where the main beam is blocked by a
fine wire placed across the objective aperture, or by using
hollow cone illumination. Besides being a very exacting
technique, multiple beam CTEM DF imaging is resolution
limited by spherical aberration and objective lens defocus
image displacements (82). Because STEM imaging is not so
affected, the annular DF detector may be usefully employed
to increase the utilization efficiency of the scattered
signal. Although beam divergence is not normally important
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for CTEM DF imaging the rather large beam divergences en-
countered in STEM imaging must be considered.
Beam divergence and beam diameter are inversely
related. The beam divergence 3 (defined as half the total
angular width of the incident beam) can typically vary from
about 1 X 10 ^ radians for a 200 A diameter beam (micro-
diffraction mode) to about 5 x 10~^ radians for a 10 A beam
(high resolution imaging mode)
. The effect of increased
beam divergence will be to decrease the diffracted inten-
sity and to broaden the reflections. The DF image efficiency
will of course depend on the diffracted intensity. The
diffracted intensity is governed by the well known equation
for the rocking curve:
i(s) |F(hki) r ^"""2""^ (3-^)
sin 7TS
where F(hkl) is the structure factor for the (hkl) reflec-
tion, t is the crystal thickness parallel to the optic axis
and s is the deviation of the (hkl) planes to be imaged
from the Bragg condition (s=0) . The magnitude of s depends
on the magnitude of the diffraction vector of the reflec-
tion ust^d, g, and the amount of divergence of the beam
(s-g3) . Since the STEM illumination is conical, there is
a distribution of s. If, as Is usual, the second condenser
aperture is evenly illuminated, this incident intensity
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distribution p(3) will be
P(3) = 1 if I'H
0 if |3|
< 13
>
(3.5)
Thus the scattered intensity of a reflection g with
cident beam divergence of {i* will be given by
an in-
I (s*) - If
g ' g
2
g3*
/
-g3*
P(s) sin TTSt
. 2
sin TTS
ds (3.6)
For a perfectly parallel incident beam (3* = 0), the
scattered intensity will be proportional to t^. Figure 8
shows calculated curves of the scattering efficiency (de-
2fined as I(s*)/t ) as a function of the maximum deviation
parameter s* for different crystal thicknesses. For the
typical beam divergence range (1 x 10~^ < 3 < 5 x 10~^
radians) the maximum deviation parameter varies from approx-
imately 0.2 to 1.0 X 10~^ a"-"-. It is apparent for thick
crystals that a significant portion of the possible Bragg
scattered intensity could be lost. The beam divergence
-3
thus should be kept below about 5 x 10 radians. This
requires about a 20|im diameter second condenser aperture
(instead of the normal lOOnin) to yield a low divergence
small diameter beam (although now of relatively low bright-
ness--requiring increased gun brightness and decreased
beam scan rates)
.
A large divergence can also be useful. For a very
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parallel illun..nating beam, as xn CTEM, Bragg dxffraction
is strong for only a limited tilt range of the crystal.
STEM wxll image crystals in DF over a greater tilt range
than CTEM, however, the images of the crystals will be
somewhat less intense because of the larger beam divergence
On the average more crystals will be imaged per unit area
and the image will be less sensitive to tilt of the crys-
tallites. It should be mentioned that when several dif-
fracted beams contribute to the image, diffraction contrast
image interpretation is rather complicated. The least
efficient, tilted CTEM single beam dark field mode provides
the easiest interpretation since both the diffraction vec-
tor g and the deviation parameter s are unique.
li±^l—Applications. V7e have employed the multiple reflec-
tion (n beam) DF technique in several ways. By simply
blocking the main beam with the diffraction beam stop tip
a DF image employing all excited reflections is produced.
This type of DF image is essentially the complement of the
BF image. Depending on the orientation, it is possible for
several reflections from the same crystal to contribute to
that crystal's image, resulting in a higher SNR than for
single beam DF. The image intensity of a crystal will be
proportional to the crystal thickness along the optic axis,
the number of reflections contributing and their respective
70
Structure factors. The resolution improvement attainable
depends on the square root of the intensity enhancement.
For a polyethylene crystal with the (hkO) reciprocal lattice
orientation
( a rather favorable situation for n beam imaging)
the n beam image (n is about 20 beams) by structure factor
calculation (room temperature, 100 KV) should be approxi-
mately 9X more intense (83). This would result in a 3X
improvement in resolution. Since single beam g^^^ DF
resolution is estimated at about 40 A for a 120 A thick
lamella (52, 64), STEM annular n beam DF for this crystal
orientation should yield a resolution of perhaps 15 A— the
same as the practical beam size limited resolution of a
tungsten hairpin filament STEM.
An example of the intensity enhancement of an n
beam annular DF image compared with a single beam DF image
for a polyethylene single crystal is shown in Figure 9. By
using the selected area mode for microdiffraction the
optics were adjusted so that the left half of the crystal
was imaged by the annular DF mode and the right half was
imaged using single beam g-j^^^^DF. Images of both halves
were recorded under identical illumination conditions.
In order to demonstrate improved image resolution
o
by STEM DF, some reliably known convenient scale (15-100 A)
high diffraction contrast objects must be present. The
crystallite blocks in microfibrils represent such objects.
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Figure 3-9 N beam annular versus single beam dark field
for two halves of the same single crystal- Spot
size approximately 60 A, beam divergence 3.7 x
10"3 radians -
ene
of
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Figure 10 is a STEM annular DP xmage of microfxbrils within
a microneck zone of a deformed spherulitic polyethyl
film. The relatively undeformed regions on either side
the transformation zone are overexposed in this micrograph
because of the greater sample thickness. Small 50-200 I
diameter crystallites alternate along the fibril axis with
thin nondiffracting regions. in the enlargement (Figure 10)
the crystallites appear with rounded corners because of the
approximately 15 I incident beam diameter. Arrows point to
adjacent diffracting crystallites separated by 25 A.
Annular n beam DF imaging is also very useful for
detecting various types of crystalline material persent only
in a small volume fraction of the sample. Normally reflec-
tions from such low volume fraction species would be totally
obscured in the diffraction pattern, making it nearly
impossible to locate properly (only by trial and error)
the reflections of interest in the objective aperture. With
STEM annular DF however, all regions Vv?hich diffract are
imaged. Figure 11 shows an example of the DF imaging of
intercrystalline links by this method. A sample of poly-
ethylene was co-crystallized with a low molecular weight
paraffin and the paraffin subsequently solvent extracted to
reveal the intercrystalline links between adjacent lamallae
(84). The arrows in the figure indicate the intercrystalline
links wliich appear not to be continuously crystalline along
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i 4
o
Figure 3.10 STEM n beam annular DF image showing 50-200 A
diameter diffracting microfibril crystallites
within the microneck zone of a deformed spheru-
litic polyethylene film.
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Figure 3.11 STEM n beam annular DF image of intercrystal-
line bridges in spherul itic polyethylene
.
Arrows indicate the bridges which consist of
alternating crystalline and noncrystalline
regions
.
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their length as was previously suggested (84) but appear to
be composed of alternating crystalline and noncrystalline
regions
.
Another annular DF mode is to allow only a single
diffraction ring from a sample exhibiting a powder pattern
to reach the detector. This may be accomplished by a
suitable combination of beam stop size and diffraction
pattern size [which may be varied using one of the lenses
below the specimen (intermediate lens)]. Such an image
will reveal all azimuthal orientation of crystals with the
given (hkl) plane at the Bragg angle. Figure 12 shows an
example of the single powder reflection annular DF image
for a spherulitic polyethylene film employing 9qq2- Figures
11a and lib are BF and n beam annular DF images of the same
area as Figure 11c. Except for slight changes in orienta-
tion of the film between exposures, it is apparent that the
n beam annular DF image is complementary to the BF image.
The single powder reflection annular DF image is much sim-
pler in appearance, making for more straightforward image
interpretation as compared to the n beam image since the
chain axis reflection image shows only the thin lamellar
crystals oriented with their chain axis in the plane of
the specimen film. This technique is thus very suitable for
studying the rotation and orientation of lamellae during
deformation. Furthermore, one obtains direct measure of
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the crystal thickness along the chain direction, which is
useful to compare with that determined by small angle x-ray
and laser Raman methods.
3.4.2 Summary
. The typical approach to CTEM DF imaging of
radiation sensitive polymers is to focus in bright field,
insert the objective aperture in the diffraction pattern,
translate to an adjacent undamaged area and record the
(single beam) DF image. The disadvantage of this approach
is a low yield of useful micrographs due to focusing errors
and blind selection of diffraction optics and specimen areas.
This method is clearly difficult for performing systematic
studies. Because of image intensification, control of
illumination location and magnification independent focus,
STEM operation for focusing, area selection and optic set
up permits a high yield of systematic data.
STEM DF imaging may be done with one or more reflec-
tions. For convergent beam microdif fraction and efficient
DF imaging of thin crystals, a small second condenser
aperture should be employed so that the beam divergence is
less than 5 x lO""^ radians. Use of n beam annular DF allows
investigation of crystalline species present only in small
volume fractions. N beam annular DF is a high contrast
complement to the BF image. Use of the entire azimuthal
range of a single powder pattern reflection permits exam-
ination of crystal texture-in particular, images produced
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by chain axis reflections show the detailed arrangements of
lamellae. By using more than one reflection to image a
crystal, the DF image intensity and resolution are increased
In the most favorable cases, n beam DF imaging will yield
at most a 3X improvement in resolution, or for a given
resolution, a 9X increased number of micrographs over single
beam DF.
CHAPTER IV
A COMPARISON OF A LOW AND A HIGH
MOLECULAR WEIGHT EXTRUDATE
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter two extrudates of polymers L (Mn=
59,000 M^/Mn=3) and H (M^=200,000, M^M^^V to 13) of the same
EDR (24) and produced at the same temperature (120°C) and
pressure (2400 atm. ) are compared in structure and properties.
The analysis and approach in this chapter is used in the rest
of the thesis to gain a better understanding of the actual
Microstructures present in high modulus polyethylene produced
by solid state extrusion.
Sample L was extruded as a whole billet, whereas sam-
ple H was extruded as a billet split in half. The details of
this technique, have been previously described (35). The
^
split billet extrudes at a much faster rate than the corres-
ponding whole billet under the same extrusion conditions.
The second reason is more important for higher molecular
weight samples such as M6003. When extruded as a split bil-
let, the H sample has a higher initial tensile modulus than
the whole billet extrudate. This is because the split in the
extrudate relieves the radial stress component associated
79
ex-
ce
BO
with the tendency for the extrudate to expand (i.e., die
swell) (85). The lower molecular weight L sample yields
extrudates of equivalent tensile moduli whether it is
truded as a whole or split billet. This is reasonable sin
the magnitude of the normal force is molecular weight depen-
dent. Samples of L for both split and whole billets at 24X
draw ratio show identical flow profiles (86). The L sample
extruded at 20 mm/min. while the H sample extruded at 0.6
mm/min. The L and 11 samples are the same in preparation
except for the difference in molecular weight and rate of
extrusion
.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Electron microscopy
. Figure 1 is a scanning electron
micrograph of a gold sputter coated detachment replica of
sample L. Fibrils form flat, ribbonlike structures, typi-
cally l-2ijm in width with an aspect ratio of approximately
3:1 as determined from twisted regions (see regions A and B)
Detachment replicas also contain much smaller micro-
fibrils than are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2a is a CTEM-BF
image with a number of 0.2-0.3iJm fibrils and fine microfib-
rils as small as 250 X in width. The lower contrast back-
ground is from the replica of the longitudinal fracture
surface showing a highly aligned microfiber structure. The
fibrils and microfibrils which adhered to the replica and
were pulled out, are not as well aligned in the extrusion
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Figure 4.1. Scanning electron micrograph of a gold sputter
coated detachment replica of sample L. Twisted regions at A and B
indicate the flat ribbonlike structure of the l-2ym wide fibrils.
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Figure 4.2. CTEM of sample L: (a) Bright field image. Arrows
indicate the numerous branches and junctions of the interconnected
fibril network, (b) Dark field image using the 110 and 200
reflections
.
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direction. The fibrils form an interconnected network (see
regions indicated by arrows) quite similar to microfibril
networks observed in cold drawn PE (7) and reflect the
presence of interfibrillar tie molecules in the bulk sample.
Figure 2b is a region of detached fibers imaged in
combined 110, 200 CTEM-DF. The crystallites appear both
singly and in short sequences along the microfibers. The
crystallites average approximately 250 R in width (i.e., the
full width of the microfibril) and have a range of lengths
in the fiber direction from 125 to 450 8. The shortest
intervening dark, nondif fracting
,
regions are about 70 8.
CTEM-DF images exhibit no evidence of extended chain crystals
for the L sample. Split films of sample H also consist of
ribbons of fine fibrils. There is also the same type of
interconnected network as in the L sample. A typical area
observed in CTEM-BF is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4a is a composite of several micrographs of
the detached H fibers imaged in CTEM-DF using the combined
110, 200 reflections. Figure 4b is a DF image using the 002
reflection. These micrographs were chosen to illustrate an
atypical feature of the morphology. What is in this sample,
but not in the L sample, is a small component of long crys-
tals oriented along the microfiber (indicated by white
arrows). The domenant structure of the microfibers is, as
in the L sample, the approximately 250 S crystallites ap-
pearing singly and in short sequences along the microfibers.
Figure 4.3 CTEM bright field image of Sample H
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Figure 4.4 Composites of several CTEM dark field images of
the H sample: (a) 110 and 200 reflections. Arrows point to the long
crystals, (b) 002 reflection.
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es
The dark field micrographs of the L and H sampl
were compared quantitatively by measuring the length of the
diffracting crystallites in the fiber direction. Several
hundred crystals were counted for each sample. The weight
average length,
,
and the number average length, l^^
,
were calculated. The crystal length histograms are shown in
Figure 5 and the average sizes are displayed in Table 1.
These values are biased toward large crystals since very
small crystals, less than about 50 8, are not resolvable
above background in the limited resolution of DF
. Sample H
has a larger average crystal length than sample L. Figure
6a shows an SAED pattern of sample L. The narrow angular
arcing of the 002 reflection indicates that the chain axis
is highly oriented in the extrusion direction. The occur-
rence of the 110 and 200 reflections and the many reflections
on the hkO and hk£ layer lines indicates that the crystal-
lites have fiber symmetry about the chain axis.
Figure 6b is a SAED pattern from the detached high
pressure crystallized PE. The rings are not continuous as
in a typical powder pattern but are composed of closely
spaced discrete spots. Each individual spot originates from
a large detached extended chain block. Applying the Scherrer
equation to the 002 line widths at half maximum yields
crystal sizes along the chain axis of circa 750 8. This
corresponds well with the crystals observed in DF (see
Figure 2.4). The SAED patterns from the detached fibrils of
87
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f
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TABLE 4 .
1
Sample M
w
Modulus Electron Microscopy WAXD SAXSGPa
^30R ^+30R
SAED Cauchy
± 58
Gaussian
+ 5A l+bR
L 59, 000 27 240 270 140 415 290 270
H 200,000 46 340 475 380 450 310 270
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EDR 24
200.000
n(l)
w
J 1 1 1 1 1 I L n—r~ J 1 L
60 180 300 420 540 660 ^80
I, crystal length in the fiber direction, A
900
.3
.2
.1
J L
Mw = 59.000
X 1 1 1 1 I 1 < I I I I I
Figure 4.5. Histograms of the fraction of crys-
tals of length 1, n(l), plotted vs. length, 1 as measured
by dark field electron microscopy using the 110 and_200
reflections. The positions of the number average, 1^^,
and weight average, 1^, crystal length are indicated on
the histogram.
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Figure 4.6 Selected area electron diffraction patterns
(Central portions photographically dodged to better contrast 110
and 200 reflections): (a) detached fibrils of Sample L and (b)
detached high pressure crystallized PE.
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sample II are very similar to Fibure 6a. Figure 7a, b shows
microdensitometer line profile traces of the 002 reflections.
Line breadth analysis using the full width at half maximum,
without any peak width corrections, yields an average crystal
length of 140 R along the chain direction for sample L and
380 8 for sample H. Line width variations of different pat-
terns were about - 30
Before interpreting these results, the validity of
using our DF imaging and electron diffraction techniques to
characterize the crystalline order of fibers must be asses-
sed; in particular the effects of the sample preparation
techniques, since fiber elastic bending and distortion of the
DF images must be considered.
It has been shown that simple elastic bending of PE
single crystals can account for the small crystal size ob-
served by line broadening (87). Diffraction and dark field
imaging techniques give a lower limit to crystal size since
simple elastic bending of the crystal lattice can reduce the
size of the effective diffracting regions. A determination
of the content of long crystals must consider the effects of
bending on both the 110, 200 and 002 DF images and the line
width of the 002 reflection.
The influence of elastic distortion on the observed
crystallite size was explored using STEM annular DF. A pair
of DF images were taken with the specimen tilted by approxi-
mately 1° with respect to the incident beam direction (see
91
26, mrod.
Figure 4.7. Electron diffraction profiles of the (002)
reflection: (a) L sample and (b) H sample.
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Figure 8)
.
For accurate comparison of successive pictures of the
same area under different conditions, a transparent sheet was
used where bright diffracting regions from one picture were
marked. The transparent sheet could then be superposed on
the tilted micrograph and in that way correspondence or non-
correspondence of about several dozen crystals per image was
checked.
If some of the fibers were long continuous crystals,
the diffracting regions should have translated in unison
along the fiber. Instead, the image changes are not corre-
lated with the tilt indicating that only short crystals are
present
.
A complete series of micrographs over various tilting
angles would be required to completely assess all the elastic
bending effects, as well as possible presence of large tilt
angle kink bands. Because of radiation damage a complete
tilt series, in a given area, is not possible. Pairs of DF
images have however been obtained for large (35°) tilts as
shown in Figure 9 where no systematic correlation is found.
Plastic distortion of any extended chain crystals due
to sample preparation does not appear significant for four
reasons
:
1. When the freeze fracture/detachment replication
technique was applied to high pressure crystallized
PE, long crystals were observed by DF imaging and
93
Figure 4.8 Tilt pair of the H sample using STEM annular
DF and 1 degree tilt. The two negatives were printed adjacent to
each other.
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electron diffraction line broadening.
2. Since some long crystals have been found in the H
sample their absence in the L sample suggests a real
effect.
3. Thin fibers dispersed by nitric acid etching showed
the same size and orientation of the crystallites as
detachment replicated fibers.
4. Dark field imaging with 110, 200 or 002 reflections
yields the same crystallite size.
Nitric acid etching has been shown not to change the
size of extended chain crystals in high pressure crystallized
PE (88) and not to affect the elementary fibrils of solution
grown fibrillar PE crystals (89). Since mechanical deforma-
tion is not used in preparing the etch fragments and the
results from the techniques agree, both methods should be
considered valid for revealing the true morphology of solid
state extruded PE. Moreover, the 2-point SAXS patterns and
WAXD line broadening observed for both molecular weight
samples supports the DP microscopy observation that the both
samples consist mainly of small crystallites with adjacent
intervening non-crystalline regions.
4.2.2 Wide angle x-ray diffraction . The corrected (002) WAXD
profiles are shown in Figure 10a and 10b for the L and H sam-
ples respectively. Assuming Gaussian peak shapes yields
crystal coherence lengths of 290 S and 310 X while a Cauchy
Figure 4.10. Wide angle x-ray diffraction pro-
files of the (002) reflection: (a) L sample and (b) H
sample
.
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shape gives 415 8 and 450 R respectively for the L and H sam-
ples. These values are given in Table 1 for comparison with
the SAED and DF measures of crystal length.
4.2.3 Small angle x-ray scatter ing. Figure 11a and lib are
small angle x-ray scattering isointensity contour plots for
the L and H samples. The data has been background corrected
and normalized to the same sample thickness. Each contour
line is drawn at twice the intensity of the previous line.
The outside line on each sample is for intensity of 128
corrected counts. Both samples show a 2-point pattern of
intensity on the meridian that is typically observed for
conventionally drawn polymer fibers (90,91). The long period
calculated by applying Bragg 's law to the position of the
peak intensity maximum is approximately 270 8 for both sam-
ples. Figure 12 is a plot of intensity vs. 26 along the
meridian. The meridional integral breadth (AB^) is given by:
The average width of the microfibers may be measured from the
integral breadth of the peak in the direction by:
where S-j^*,0 is the position of the intensity maximum
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Figure 4.12 Relative small angle scattering intensity versus
scattering angle 26 in the meridial, S^-, , direction for the: (a) L sample
and (b) H sample.
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For the r, sample the integral breadths in the and
directions are 4
. 3 and 9 . 8 mrads. and for the II sample
they are 5.9 and 11.7 nirads.
The mean square density fluctuation for a two phase
system of crystals of density and non-crystalline regions
of density with sharp interfaces between the phases and
volume fraction crystallini ty <|. is given by:
Q = (Ap)2 (1,(1-^)
^^^^^
where Ap =
- p^. if ^.^own we can calculate Ap.
Howev,3r, measurement of 0 depends on the crystalline and
amorphous density being known constants. Differential scan-
ning calorimetry can be used to obtain the weight fraction
crystallinity, by assuming a constant heat of fusion for
the pure crystalline phase. However, a defect crystalline
phase will have a lower density and a heat of fusion less
than that of perfect crystals. Conversion of x to (|) also
requires assumed values of p and p . cj) can be determined
c a.
from the bulk sample density, p;
P-P
^ =— (4.4)
but aqain p and p must be known.
Fischer et al . have* addressed these problems for
drawn polyethylene {92, 93) and have shown that Ap can be
determined by combining equations 4 . 3 and 4.4 to give
:
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= (Q + (0, - P)M/(p^
-p,
,,.5)
NOW if is assumed approximately constant, Ap may be calcu-
lated from the measured p and Q of the fiber. (Fischer et
al. (92,93) have shown that a constant p^ is a good assump-
tion since the d ^inH r.^n a^^Q and d^^^ Bragg spacings of polyethylene
change only about 0.5% during drawing and annealing). We
therefore assume that the crystal density is constant at
0. 997 gm/cm^ (94)
.
Values of Q, p and Ap are given in Table 2. Ap is
0.024 and 0.023 for the L and H samples respectively. The
H sample has approximately a 4% lower Ap than the L sample.
The assumption of sharp interfaces between phases, which is
inherent in equation 4.3, was experimentally verified by
plotting IS vs. S which indicated that the scattered
intensity obeyed Porod's law (95) within experimental limits
for the L and H samples.
4.3 Discussion
Four methods have been applied to studying crystal
size and connectivity to determine which morphological models
for the structure of solid state extruded PE are most appro-
priate. DF electron microscopy was used to directly image
the crystalline regions to investigate their distribution of
sizes and shapes. Wide angle x-ray and selected area elec-
tron diffraction line breadth analysis measures the weight
TABLE 4
.
2
Sample Q(
6
3Ap (gm/cm )
cm cm
L 1.5 X 10~^
.974
. 024
H 1.2 X 10~^
.975
.023
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average axial crystal size from coherently scattering (002)
lattice planes. x-ray diffraction is a volume average over
several mm^ of the bulk sample while electron diffraction
averages over a relatively small area circa 50 m in diame-
ter of the detached fibers. SAXS yields the long period of
crystals within periodic macrolattices from the low angle
peak position while peak breadths indicate relative changes
in size and order of the macrolattices. Finally , the density
difference between the crystalline and non-crystalline re-
gions can be calculated from the SAXS invariant. All these
techniques reveal important information about the fiber
microstructure. While differing in the type of average
(weight vs. number) and sensitivity a combined synthesis of
the observed quantities reveals important measures of
crystal order and connectivity via the intervening non-
crystalline regions.
The DF, x-ray and electron diffraction measures of
crystal length are shown together in Table 1. The SAXS long
o
period of 270A for both samples is within the range of crys-
-DF ° -DF
tal lengths measured by DF microscopy (£ = 240A,
O
270A) for the L sample. The long period for the H sample is
— DF ° — DF
less than the DF measurements {i^ = 340A, = 475A)
.
n w
1. We can suggest two reasons for this discrepancy:
L is usually interpreted as the number averageSAXS ^
crystal thickness, 1 plus the number average
amorphous thickness, I . The long period will be
104
sensitive to the crystal and non-crystal length dis-
tribution functions. Crist has reviewed previous
model structure calculations and has shown that this
interpretation can lead to errors of + 30% depending
on the macrolattice distribution statistics (96).
2. The longer crystals (£>500 A) in the H sample dis-
turb the macrolattice order and hence, broaden the
peak without changing the position of the maximum,
i.e., do not affect Lg^j^g. However, all diffracting
crystals, without regard to their presence in a
macrolattice, are included in calculating I^^.
^ n
Therefore, it is not surprising that l^^ > L^_,^ for
^ n SAXS
the H sample.
The WAXD coherence lengths are slightly greater than
the long period for the Gaussian and Cauchy peaks with the
H sample having a slightly greater value in both cases.
This is reasonable because WAXD will give a larger value
since it is a weight average of the crystal length while
the long period is a measure of periodicity in the
scattering macrolattices . The electron diffraction
o
coherence length for the H sample (380 A) is almost 3
O
times the value for the L sample (140 A) . This could
be because of many long crystals which were contribut-
ing to the line breadths in the 50 ym areas selected for
electron diffraction for the H sample. The low value of
105
O
140 A may be because of distortion during sample preparation
since this value is half that obtained by x-ray diffraction
(280 X)
.
The SAXS peak shapes indicate differences in macro-
lattice order between the H and L samples. The integral
breadth in the direction (see Fig. 11) of SAXS patterns
from highly oriented macrolattices as in Figures 11a, b may
be expressed as (42)
where N is the weight average number of scattering units per
macrc)lattice
,
6L is the long period fluctuation between dif-
f€^rent macrolattices, g^ is the paracrystallinity of the
macrolattice in the fiber direction and n is the order of
the reflection. Three orders of reflection are required to
quantitatively separate the three broadening mechanisms.
Since only a weak second order reflection in the S^^ direc-
tion is observed for the H and L samples, the SAXS integral
breadths can only be discussed qualitatively.
The 37% increase in A3^ on going from the L to H
sample represents a decrease in macrolattice perfection.
This increase in breadth is consistent with the DF observa-
tions since occasional long crystals will reduce the
effective macrolattice size, i.e., decrease N and increase
the paracrystallinity of the macrolattice, g^^, while a
broader distribution of crystal sizes would increase 6L.
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The integral breadth of the SAXS peak perpendicular
to the fibers, AP^, can be interpreted in terms of microfib-
ril radii by the equation (97)
:
<R>=0-52A
(4.7)
where
<R>=rVr^- (4.8)
the ratio between the 4th and 3rd moments of the microfibril
radius distribution function. The relatively small 20% in-
crease of the H sample can be interpreted as a slight
thinning of the microfibrils or a slight change in the micro-
fibril width distribution function.
The DF microscopy, electron and x-ray diffraction
line breadth measurements and small angle x-ray scattering
agree with previous results for drawn fibers indicating that
the crystalline regions are small adjacent blocks along the
microfibers with intervening non-crystalline regions between
them. The major difference in the crystalline component of
the microfibrils for the two samples is the broad size dis-
tribution for the II sample with a tail of long crystals (see
Figure 5) .
The structure of the non-crystalline regions along
the microfibers is greatly changed during solid state extru-
3
sion since Ap is very much less (0. 024 gm/cm for the L sam-
ple and 0.023 gm/cm^ for the II sample) than for undeformed
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melt crystallized PE (Ap is 0.14 g./om' ,s.u.,,g = 1.0 and
= 0.86 gm/cm^). The enormous decrease in Ap for solid
State extruded PE indicateq t-h^^-xuux s at the non-crystalline density
has increased since the crystalline density can be assumed
nearly constant. The noncrystalline phase density increase
is the result of more oriented, hence densely packed, tie
molecules. The approximately 20% decrease of the mean
squared density fluctuation, corresponding to a 4% decrease
in Ap, for sample H over sample L may account for the nearly
40% higher tensile modulus that is observed for the H
sample
.
Fischer et al. (92,93) have measured Ap for a series
of hot drawn and post-drawn annealed PE fibers using a slit
collimation system. The smallest value of Ap (0.075 gm/cm^)
was found for a fiber drawn to 8X at 80°C at a strain rate
of 10 mm/min. with no post-draw annealing. This is a
density difference between the crystalline and non-crystal-
line phases approximately 220% higher than for our high
modulus solid state extruded fibers of EDR 24.
Wu, Simpson and Black (43) have recently qualitative-
.ly correlated a 10 fold decrease in the total scattered
intensity with increasing tensile modulus and strength for a
series of hot drawn PE fibers. A combination of microdensi-
tometry and visual observations were used to estimate the
intensity of the small angle maximum recorded on film for
samples of various draw ratios. This type of estimate is a
108
poor substitute for the integrated absolute intensity
invariant that we have calculated. The absolute invariant
allows quantitative comparison of the structure of the
important non-crystalline regions for samples of different
thermal and mechanical histories.
CHAPTER V
CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY WITH EXTRUSION DRAW PJ\TIO
5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to follow changes in
morphology with extrusion draw ratio from EDR 12 to 36.
Over this range of draw ratio the tensile modulus increases
nearly linearly with EDR significantly past the range of
tensile moduli generally achievable by cold drawing. By
studying this systematic series of solid state extruded
samples changes in crystallite size, orientation
and axial connection in the non-crystalline regions
can
be correlated with the improvement in tensile
modulus.
5
.
2 Results
5.2.1 Moduli. The tensile modulus increases
almost
linearly with EDR from 10 GPa . at EDR 12
to 40 GPa
.
at
EDR 36 as shown in Table 1.
5^^^^_0ifferenti^cann^^ The weight
^ it-,, V inrreases with EDR from
percent degree of crystallxnity , X ,
c
73 ± 5 at EDR 12 to 82
i 5 at EDR 24. The EDR 36
value is
33 1 5. All melting curves were
nearly identical with the
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Table 5.1
Tensile
, , 6,
Modulus ^9^^ /^"^ )
12 10
24 27
36 40
.11
3.90 .968
.030
1.50 .974
.024
.975 .022
Table 5.2
Dark Field lWAXD g^^g
- + o - + o
Cauchy 0
EDR -30A i -30A Gaussian ± 5A L-8A
n w
12 240 270 280 390 340
24 240 270 290 415 270
36 310 390 330 490 245
Ill
peak position at 137 ± l^C. A typical scan, for the EDR
24 sample, is sliown in Figure 1.
5.2.3 Density
, Sample densities, p, are given in Table
1. They are 0.968, 0.974 and 0.975 gm/cm^ for EDR's 12,
24 and 36 respectively.
5.2.4 Electron microscopy
. Figure 2a is a CTEM BF image
showing a typical area of the EDR 12 sample using the
detachment replication procedure. The detached PE is
oriented in the extrusion direction. Rather thick coarse
fibrils are observed which taper to finer fibers at their
ends (see arrows A and B in the figure) . Many fine micro-
fibrils protrude from the sides and ends of the larger
fibril structures (see unlabeled arrows) . These protruding
o
microfibrils are approximately 250 to 300 A in diameter.
o
Thin highly aligned fibers and microfibers 250 to 300 A in
diameter are also visible in this figure.
Figure 2b is a CTEM BF detachment replica micrograph
of the EDR 24 sample. There are a nuraber of 0.2-0.3 ym.
o
wide fibrils and fine microfibrils approximately 250 A wide.
The wider fibrils have become more highly aligned and
uniform in diameter than the coarse fibrils in the EDR 12
sample. The lower contrast background is from the replica
of the fracture surface showing a highly aligned microfiber
structure. The microfibers appear to be longer and better
aligned in this sample compared with the EDR 12 sample. The
Figure 5.1. DSC scan of the EDR 24 sample. Heating rate
was 10°C/minute.
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Figure 5.2. Bright field transmission electron
micrographs of detachment replicated polyethylene fibers
:
(a) EDR 12, (b) EDR 24 and (c) EDR 36. The extrusion
direction is horizontal
.
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fibril, for™ an interconnected network (see regions
.naicat-
ed by arrows, quite sr^ilar to microfibril networks recently
observed in cold drawn PE(7),
Figure 2c shows the CTEM BF image of the detachment
replicated EDR 36 sample. The alignment of the microfiber
structures appears to be almost identical to the EDR 24 sam-
ple.^ Generally there appear to be n^ore fine fibrils of
200 k diameter and less coarse fxbrils 0.2 to 0.3 ,m wide.
The sizo of the fibrils on these fracture surfaces may
depend on the distribution of the weakest lateral connec-
tions between the fibers, which break during fracture to
reveal the underlying morphology.
Electron diffraction patterns from the detached
fibrils of the 12, 24 and 36 EDR samples are shown in figure
3a, b, £tnd c respectively. All the electron diffraction
patterns were obtained from areas approximately 50 ym in
diameter as defined by the incident beam diameter. The
patterns were recorded from areas that were not previously
damaged at a electron radiation dose of less than 10% of
the dose that destroys sample crystallinity
. All the
patterns show typical fiber synmietry with narrow arcing of
the 002 reflection which indicates that the chain axis is
highly oriented in the extrusion direction. The layer
lines become more discrete and the 002 orientation
increases significantly from the 12 to 24 EDR sample. The
orientation of the 36 EDR sample is only slightly greater
115
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than that of the 2 4 EDR sample.
CTEM-DF images of the detached fibers were obtained
using the 110 and 200 reflections. A typical image for
the 36 EDR sample is shown in Figure 4. Small crystallites
the full width of the microfibers occur singly or in
sequences with nondif fract ing regions approximately 70 k
thick between them. Most of the crystal lengths in the
fiber direction range from about 100 to 600 A. The crystal
length distributions were studied quantitatively by measur-
ing the lengths of the sharp, in focus, crystals
. The results
are shown as crystal length histograms in Figure 5 where
the fraction of crystals of length 1, n(l), is plotted
versus 1. Over 100 crystals were counted for each sample.
The number average, and weight average, 1^^, crystal
lengths are indicated on the figure and suriunar ized in Table
2. The calculations slightly overestimate the average
o
crystal length since small crystals, less than about 50 A
in diameter, are not counted since they are hardly distin-
guishable from the background at this resolution. The
histograms show the crystal length distributions shifting to
longer crystals with increasing EDR. The 36 EDR distribu-
O
tion has a tail of long crystals with 900 A as the longest
length measured.
5.2.5 Wide angle X-ray diffraction . Figure 6 shows wide
angle X-ray diffraction patterns obtained with the Statton
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Figure 5.4. Dark field transmission electron micro-
graph, using the 110 and 200 reflections, of detached fibers
of the EDR 36 sample. Inset is the electron diffraction
pattern
.
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Figure 5.5, Histograms of the fraction of crys-
tals of length 1, n(l), plotted vs. length, 1 as measured
by dark field electron microscopy using the 110 and 200
reflections. The positions of the number average,
LDF and weight average, l.P^ crystal length are indicated
on the histogram.
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camera for the 12, 24 and 36 EDR samples. The orientation
was quantized using microdensi tometry of the flat plate WAXD
patterns. The azimuthal angle of arcing where the intensity
of the 200 reflection decreased to half its maximum value
was taken as a measure of orientation (98) . The angle was
17°, 6° and 5° for the 12, 24 and 36 EDR samples respective-
ly. This increase in orientation agrees with the electron
diffraction result that the c-axis orientation increases
greatly up to EDR 24 but only slightly thereafter to EDR 36.
Average crystal lengths in the chain direction were
calculated from the integral breadth of the (002) reflection
for the two possible cases of Gaussian and Cauchy peak
shapes. For Gaussian peaks the lengths were 280 ± 5, 290 ±
o
5 and 330 ± 5A for the 12, 24 and 36 EDR samples respective-
o
ly and 390 ± 5, 415 ± 5 and 490 ± 5A assuming Cauchy peak
shapes . These values are compared with the DF measurements
in Table 2.
5.2.6 Small angle x-ray scattering . Figure 7 shows the
SAXS isointensity contour plots for the 12, 24 and 36 EDR
samples. The vectors S-j^ and defined in the figure
as parallel and perpendicular to the fiber (extrusion)
direction respectively. All samples show 2-point intensity
patterns on the meridian. The outer line in each plot is
drawn at 128 counts. The other contour lines are
drawn at
binary increments. The scattering intensity (in
relative
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units) in the meridional direction is plotted vs. scattering
angle, 20, for all three samples in Figure 8. The inten-
sity decreases with increasing EDR. The long period, L,
measured by applying Bragg 's law to the position of the peak
maximum decreased with increasing EDR as 340, 270 and 245 ±
o
8 A for EDR 12, 24 and 36 respectively.
The SAXS invariant, Q, was measured (3.9 + .2) x lO"^
(1.5 + .07) X 10~^ and (1.1 i .05) x lO"^ gm^/cm^ for the EDR
12, 24 and 36 samples respectively. The density difference
between the crystalline and non-crystalline regions, Ap, was
calculated from Q and the sample density, p, using equation
4.5 in section 4.2.3. Ap is 0.030, 0.024 and 0.022 gm/cm^
for the 12, 24 and 36 EDR samples respectively. Values of
Q, p and Ap are given in Table 1 along with the molecular
weights and tensile moduli.
Equation 4 assumes that the interfaces between the
two phases are sharp. This was experimentally verified
from a plot of In IS^ vs. that had a final slope of zero
for large S values (obtained by moving the detector closer
to the sample) indicating that the scattered intensity
obeyed Porod's law (95) within experimental error.
5.3. Discussion
Figure 9 shows the variations in crystal length, as
measured by DF electron microscopy, and SAXS long period
with EDR. The DF crystal lengths, l^, number average
and
123
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Figure 5.8. Small angle x-ray
scattering relative
intensity vs. 29 in the direction.
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^w'
weight avorago) and the WAXD crystal coherence lencjth
,
WAX!)
, „ . _ ^ ^ .L (see lablo 2) increase with increasing EDR. However,
SAXSthe long period, L
, decreases with increasing EDR. A
o
70 A decrease in long period for PE extruded to EDR 30 at
134''C has been reported by Zachariades et al . (35). The
weight average crystal length measured by DF equals the
long period at EDR 24 where the curves in Figure 9 cross.
Since the degree of crys tallini ty increases with EDR this
effect can be interpreted as crystals growing at the expense
of the noncrystalline regions. The crystal length distribu-
tion, as measured by DF microscopy, develops a tail of long
crystals at KDR 36. These long crystals would not be re-
flected in the long period, since SAXS is an average over
tho crystals that form periodic macrolattices . However all
the crystals are accounted for in the DF and WAXD coherence
length measurements. Therefore the periodic crystals could
be moving closer together as other crystals lengthen.
Figure 9 also shows the changes in integral breadth
of the SAXS maximum in the direction, h^^, and S2
directions, Mi^, with EDR. increases proportionately
with EDR indicating that the microfibrils are thinning
with increasing EDR (see equations 4.7 and 4.8). This
correlates with the BF electron microscopy observations of
more fine microfibrils and fewer coarse fibrils with
in-
creasing EDR. A(^^ decreases slightly with increasing
EDR
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Figure 5^9. Long period, L^^'"'" , _and dark field
crystal length (1^°^ number average and l^^H weight
average) variation with EDR. Variation of SAXS peak
integral breadths, ABi and A32/ with EDR.
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indicating a slight perfection of the microfibril macro-
lattice with greater EDR. However, the effects of size,
distortion and fluctuations of the macrolattices cannot be
resolved since they all contribute to (see section 4.3).
Figure 10 is a plot of Ap versus EDR. Ap decreases
with increasing EDR. Since the density of the crystals
remains constant the density of the non-crystalline regions
is increasing as the EDR increases. The increase in non-
crystalline density arises from closer packing of the taut
tie molecules, which connect the crystallites, as they be-
come more oriented. Ap decreases as 0.030, 0.024 and 0.022
3gm/cm for the EDR 12, 24 and 36 samples respectively.
While Wu et al. (43) did not actually calculate an invariant
they noted that the area under the SAXS peaks of hot drawn
PE cecreased with increasing draw ratio at constant drawing
temperature. This decrease by a factor of 7.6 correlated
with a 32x increase in tensile modulus from draw ratio 6 to
25.
All these values are much less than the values
Fischer et al. (92,93) have reported for PE drawn to 15x at
70°C and 8x at 80°C at the rate of 10 mm/min. Ap was 0.082
gm/cm^ for a sample they drew to 15x at 70 °C. They deter-
mined this using the equation:
=
(p-pa)^ + Q (5.1)
p-pa
.030
A
gm
cm*
025
.020
12 24 36
E D R
Figure 5.10. Density difference, Ap, between
the crystalline and non-crystalline regions as a func
tion of EDR.
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regions as a func
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Where was determined from changes in the peak position
of the first amorphous halo. Equation 5.1 can be obtained
by combining equations 4 • 3 and 4,4.
This value of Ap is approximately 17 0% greater
than our EDR 12 sample value of Ap and 270% greater than
the EDR 36 sample. If the Fischer et al. (92) values of p
3
and Q and the value of p which we used (0.997 gm/cm ) (94)
are used to recalculate the density difference, Ap decreases
to 0.065 gm/cm^. This is still 120% and 200% greater than
for our EDR 12 and 36 samples respectively.
These large decreases in Ap from the drawn samples
indicate that the solid state extrusion process may be
much more efficient in highly orienting and densifying the
noncrystalline phase which provides the important axial
connectivity along the microfibrils. The systematic de-
crease in Ap with draw ratio as the tensile modulus in-
creases (see Figure 11) is decisive evidence of the
role of
the taut tie molecules that axially connect
the crystal-
lites along the microfiber.
CHAPTER VI
THE ROLE OF ANNEALING IN DRAWING AND EXTRUSION
6 . 1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to answer the question:
are solid state extruded samples equivalent to cold drawn
samples that have undergone post-draw annealing? This is
addressed by studying the changes in structure, mechanical
properties and shrinkage behavior that occur during anneal-
ing. These changes are observed for four samples of the
same draw ratio, 9X, and molecular weight (M^ = 200 , 000
and M /M = 7 - 13) as a function of annealing conditions
w n
at constant temperature, 120°C. The samples are: 1) cold
drawn at room temperature, 2) cold drawn at room temperature
and then annealed for five minutes with fixed ends (cold
drawn-annealed- f ixed ) , 3) cold drawn at room temperature
and
then annealed with free ends for five minutes
(cold drawn-
annealed-free) and 4) solid state extruded. The annealed
samples have the same residence time, five
minutes, at the
annealing temperature as for the solid state
extruded sam-
pie
.
TWO other samples of draw ratio 9
were also studied
for comparison but only by SAXS and
WAXD. These were a
130
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cold drawn sample annealed for 1 minute with free ends and
a hot drawn sample prepared at 120 °C.
6.2 Re sults
6.2.1 Tensile moduli . The tensile moduli of the samples
are given in Table 1. Moduli were measured after storing
the samples for at least 1 month after preparation. This
was long enough to eliminate any uncertainty from modulus
increase on storage after annealing as has been reported
by Keller et. al. (25). The cold drawn, cold drawn-an-
nealed-fixed and solid state extruded sample all have
approximately the same tensile modulus of 8 GPa . while the
modulus of the cold drawn-annealed-f ree sample decreased
to 2.5 GPa.
6.2.2 Shrinkage . The shrinkage behavior of the
cold drawn,
cold drawn and annealed-f ixed and solid state
extruded
samples on heating below T^ is shown in
Figure 1. The cold
drawn sample starts to shrink at 60«C and
shrinks a total
of almost 15% before melting. The
same sample after anneal-
ing with fixed ends and the solid state
extruded sample do
not start to shrink until 120 to
125^0, approximately the
annealing temperature. Their total
shrinkage is slightly
less than 10%. '
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Table 6.1
Sample Modulus
GPa
DSC Weight Fraction
Crystallinity
Density
gm/cm^
Cold Drawn 8.8 + 1
.65 .956
Annealed Free,
5 min
.
2.5 + 1 .70 .963
Annealed Fixed,
5 min 8.0 + 1 .65 .964
Solid State
Extruded 8.1 + 1 .70 .966
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6.2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) . The weight
fraction degree of crystallinity , x» is given in Table 1.
All samples had the same melting peak temperature 136 ± 1°C.
All DSC scans showed the same shape. A typical scan, for
the solid state extruded sample is shown in Figure 6.2.
6 .2.4 Density . Sample densities are given in Table 1.
Samples were drawn at the slow rate of 2 mm/min, to minimize
void formation. All samples were optically transparent
indicating that an appreciable number of voids are not pres-
ent and influencing the density values (see calculations
in
Appendix III)
.
6.2.5 Electron microscopy . The BF images of all 4
samples
are very similar showing a structure of well
oriented micro-
fibrils typically several hundred A wide with
interconnec-
tivity and branching that has previously
been observed (see
Section 5.2.4) .
A selected area electron diffraction
pattern and
wnR q c.n]id state extruded sample110-200 CTEM-DF image of ED 3 soiia
x-ciuc
are shown in Figure 3. This figure
is representative of
all 4 samples showing the well
oriented fiber pattern with
the DB' mrcroscopy showing the
microfibrils consisting of
small adjacent crystallites 100 to 400
A long. The
differences in structure become
more apparent when the cry
stal size distributions are
compared quantitatively as
histograms of the number of
crystals of length n,.,.
vs
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Figure 6.2 DSC scan for the cold drawn sample annealed
with fixed ends. The heating rate was 10° C/min.
136
Figure 6.3 Selected area electron diffraction pattern
and 110-200 CTEM dark field image of the solid state extruded
sample of EDR 9.
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length 1 in Figure 4. The crystal sizes are shorter and
the di;^tributions narrower than for the higher draw ratio
solid state extruded samples discussed in Chapters IV and
V. The cold drawn sample has the shortest crystals and
annealing this sample with fixed or free ends shifts the
distribution to longer crystals. The solid state extruded
sample has a distribution similar to the annealed samples.
6.2.6 Wide angle X-ray diffraction
. Figure 5 shows the
wide angle X-ray diffraction patterns obtained with the
Statton camera for the cold drawn, cold drawn-annealed,
and solid state extruded samples. The cold drawn and cold
drawn-annealed- fixed samples show the least and nearly
equal arcing of the 110 and 200 reflections indicating the
greatest c-axis orientation in the draw direction. The
sample annealed with free ends shows some loss of orienta-
tion from the cold drawn sample. The solid state extruded
sample shows the poorest orientation of these 6 samples.
^ . ^ . ^ . ^ WAXDCrystal lengths in the chain direction, L ,
were calculated for 2 cases assuming Gaussian and Cauchy
peak shapes. The values are shown in Table 2.
6.2.7 Small angle X-ray scattering . SAXS intensity
countour plots are shown in Figure 6 for the cold drawn,
cold drawn-annealed, solid state extruded and hot drawn
samples. The cold and hot drawn samples exhibit two-point
patterns. The cold drawn sample has a strong equatorial
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Figure 6.4. Histograms of the fraction of crys-
tals of length 1, n(l), plotted vs. length, 1, as measured
by dark field electron microscopy using the 110 and 200
re-elections. The positions of the number average,
Tn , and weight average, Iw / crystal length are indicated
on the histogram.
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Figure 6.5 WAXD patterns obtained with a Statton camera
for:
(a) cold drawn, (b) hot drawn, (c) cold crawn-annealed-free-1 ^l^^- ^ \^)
cold drawn-annealed-free-5 min., (e) solid state extruded
and (f) cold
drawn-annealed-f ixed-5 min.
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Table 6.2
Sample WAXD
L
SAXS
Gaussian
+ 5A
Cauchy
+ 5A
+ 8A
Cold Drawn 190 240 190
Annealed Free,
1 min
.
220 280 160
Annealed Free,
5 min
.
260 350 320
Annealed Fixed,
5 min 230 310 285
Hot Drawn 280 380 320
Solid State
Extruded 230 305 290
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Figure 6.6 SAXS isointensity contour plots for: (a) cold
drdwn, (b) hot drawn, (c) cold draAft/n-annealed-free-1 min., (d) cold-
drawn-annealed-free-5 min., (e) solid state extruded and (f) cold
dr.iwn-annealed-fixed-5 min. S, and S^^ denote directions parallel and
perpendicular to the fiber axis.
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streak through the origin which indrcates some long narrow
microvoids parallel to the fiber direction (99) while the
hot drawn sample is nearly free of such void scattering.
Annealing the cold drawn sample with free ends for 1
minute caused splitting of the two-point pattern to a four-
point pattern. After annealing for 5 minutes, the four-
point pattern changes to a two-bar pattern. This is pos-
sibly a two-point pattern combined with a remnant of the
four-point pattern. However, annealing with fixed ends for
5 minutes results in a clear four-point pattern. The solid
state extruded sample has a two-point pattern.
The long periods, L, of the 6 samples are given as
a function of residence time at 120 °C in Figure 7 and are
compared with the values of in Table 2. The residence
times correspond to the post draw annealing time for the
cold drawn samples that were annealed and to the residence
time at 120 °C for the hot drawn and solid state extruded
samples. The cold drawn sample (zero annealing time) has a
o
long period of 190A. Annealing for 1 minute with free
o
ends causes a 16% shrinkage of L to 160 ± 8 A. On continued
annealing with free ends for a total of 5 minutes, L
increases to 320A. The hot drawn sample also shows a
o
long period of 320A. The annealed-fixed and solid state
extruded samples of 5 minute residence time have slightly
smaller long periods of 285A and 2 90A respectively
.
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Figure 6.7. SAXS long period, L, as a function of sample
residence time at 120^0.
Figure 8 shows the changes in integral breadth, A6
,
of the SAXS peak along the fiber axis as a function of time'
at 120°C. The definition of the directions, and S^, in
which A3^ and Ag^ are measured is shown in Figure 5 fol-
lowing Crist (44,45). The hot drawn sample has the small-
est value of A3i indicating the greatest perfection of the
macrolattice along the microfibril direction. The hot
drawn sample is followed by the solid state extruded sample,
cold drawn-annealed with free ends and cold drawn-annealed
with fixed ends in order of increasing A3^.
The changes in SAXS integral breadth perpendicular
to the fiber axis, A32, are shown in Figure 9 as a function
of time at 120°C. A32 is inversely proportional to micro-
fiber width. The cold drawn sample has the largest A32
(16.8 mrad.), hence the finest microfibers while the hot
drawn sample has the smallest A32 (7.2 mrad.) and the widest
microfibers. The A32 of the cold drawn-annealed-free sample
shows an anomalous behavior. The lateral integral breadth
first decreases to 10.2 mrad. after annealing for 1 minute
as the two-point pattern of the cold drawn sample splits
to a four-point pattern, indicating a widening of the micro-
fibers as the crystals tilt. Then after 5 minutes of an-
nealing, A32 increases to 12.2 mrad. as the pattern changes
to a two-bar type. This final A32 should not be inter-
preted to mean that the microfibrils have become thinner
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Figure 6.8 SAXS integral breadth parallel to the fiber
axis, A3-], as a function of sample residence time at 120° C.
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Figure 6.9 SAXS integral breadth perpendicular to the
fiber axis, A32, as a function of sample residence time at 120" C.
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with annealing but is probably due to the overlapping of a
residual four-point with a new two-point pattern to give
a broad two-bar pattern. The peak profile changes are shown
in three dimensional plots of intensity versus detector
position in Figure 10a, b and c for the respective
annealing times of 0, 1 and 5 minutes. The microfibers of
the solid state extruded and cold drawn sample annealed
with fixed ends have similar width with of 9.6 and 9.0
mrad. respectively.
The SAXS invariant, Q, and the density difference
between the crystalline and non-crystalline phases, Ap,
are given in Table 3. Ap was calculated from Q and p using
equation 4 . 5 as described in section 4.2.3 with p assumed
constant at 0.997 gm/cm^ (94).
Fischer et al. (92,93), as discussed in section 4.3,
reported that Ap increased from 0.075 gm/cm^^ to 0.101
3gm/cm after annealing at 120°C for 1 hour with free ends
a sample that was initially drawn to 8X at 80°C. These
calculations are based on the invariant and a p esti-va
mated by changes in position of the WAXD amorphous halo
with drawing. Fischer's density difference for the 8X
sample is about 70% greater than the Ap for our cold drawn
sample of 9X and 130% greater than the value for the solid
state extruded sample of EDR 9.
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Table 6.3
Sample
^-'1(1
X 10"^
cm
Cold Drawn y . O
. 956
. 043
Annealed Free,
1 min
.
8.2
.963
.036
Annealed Free,
5 min 6.1
.964
.035
Annealed Fixed,
5 min
.
5.2
.963
. 036
Hot Drawn 9.6
.965
.035
Solid State
Extruded 3.1
.966
.032
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6.2.8 Birefringence. Birefringence values are given in
Table 3. Even the highest value (4.58 x lo'^ for the solid
state extruded sample of EDR 9) is somewhat less than the
limiting value of 6.2 x lo'^ obtained when PE is solid
state extruded to draw ratios greater than 15 (35).
6 . 3 Discussion
Electron microscopy and small angle X-ray scattering
firmly establish that the microfibrils in these samples
consist of alternating crystalline and non-crystalline
regions
.
The changes in the shrinkage behavior and tensile
moduli with annealing are indicative of the changes occuring
in the structure of the non-crystalline regions. The macro-
scopic shrinkage of the cold drawn sample annealed free for
1 minute (15%) nearly equals the long period shrinkage, 16%.
One minute is a sufficiently short annealing time so that
the taut tie molecules can shrink, moving the crystalline
blocks that they are connected with closer together, with-
out the crystals thickening to a new fold period (90, 91).
The decrease in modulus from 8 GPa. to 2 . 5 GPa. is probably
due to the relaxation of the taut tie molecules.
The 27% decrease in on annealing the cold drawn
sample with free ends for 5 minutes indicates a slight
thickening of the microfibers. These decreases in and
increases in the long period L^^° and DF crystal lengths on
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annealing indicates that the crystals are growing in all
directions
.
The cold drawn sample annealed with fixed ends and
the solid state extruded sample (both having the same
modulus as the cold drawn sample hence approximately the
same density of tie molecules connecting crystallites)
do not shrink on heating, until just before the melting
point. Such "non-shrinkable" tie molecules must be thin
"crystalline bridges" that connect adjacent crystalline
blocks as envisioned by VJard et. al . (23). These crystal-
line bridges are probably thinner than 50 A since they
cannot be observed by DF electron microscopy and only need
to constitute a few percent of the non-crystalline regions
to yield a tensile modulus of 8 GPa
. (see the calculations
in Chapter I)
.
1 The structure of these tie molecules that axially
connect the crystals via the non-crystalline region is
reflected in the SAXS invariant, Q, which can be used to
calculate the density difference between the crystalline and
non-crystalline regions, Ap. Figure 11 shows the change
in A() as a function of residence time at 120°C for all
6 samples. While both the crystalline density and the non-
crystalline density may change with temperature and deforma-
tion history the results of Fischer et . al. (92,93) show
that nearly all of the observed changes in Ap are due to
changes of P . Therefore decreases in Ap can be
interpret-
3.
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Figure 6.11. Density difference, Ap, between the crystalline
and non-crystalline regions as a function of sample residence time at
120OC.
ed as representing an increase in the non-crystalline den-
sity. The decrease of Ap for the cold drawn sample after
annealing with fixed or free ends indicates that the den-
sity of the non-crystalline regions has increased. This
supports the idea that crystalline bridges form from taut
tie molecules on annealing with fixed ends. However, the
density of the non-crystalline regions also increases for
the sample annealed with free ends to slightly less than for
annealing with fixed ends. The non-crystalline density may
increase during annealing as the chains refold to increase
the long period, but with a loss of the load bearing tie
molecules between the crystals since the modulus has
dropped substantially on annealing from 8.0 GPa to 2.5 GPa.
It is also possible that p is different when the annealing
is performed with free or fixed ends since the stresses on
the crystals in the latter case might affect void healing.
The hot drawn sample has the same Ap as the sample annealed
with free ends. The solid state extruded sample has the
lowest value of Ap. Its higher non-crystalline density,
than the other samples of the same draw ratio and residence
time, and its thermal stability against shrinkage strongly
suggest that at least some of the taut tie molecules are
arranged as crystalline bridges.
The differences in Q between the samples are much
greater than the differences in Ap. This is because equa-
tion 4.5 is fairly insensitive to Q. Q for the solid
state
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extruded samnle n i v i 2, 6, .c^^ pie (J. X 10 gm /cm ) IS about one third of
Q for the hot drawn f9 ft y i 2.6,uL ly.b X 10 gm /cm ) and one half of
the cold drawn-annealed-free (f> l v in"^ ^^2 , 6,i-iee ^b.i X 10 gm /cm ) sample.
The amorphous orientation function, f
, can be cal-
Si
culated from the birefringence using the Hermans-Stein
equation (34) (equation 1.4) if the c-axis orientation
function, f^, is known. We have not calculated f since we
a
were not able to determine f^ accurately for these samples
and because of large uncertainties associated with f that
a
occur for highly oriented samples. These uncertainties oc-
cur for four reasons.
1. The amorphous birefringence. An
, decreases to
a
approach the crystal birefringence. An
, as
approaches 1. This is because of the in-
ternal field effect as the amorphous packing
approaches that of a crystal. Thus An is not
a
independently known.
2 • There is a large error in subtracting the two
terms close in value in the Stein equation, An
t
and An d).
c
3. (j) is not accurately known since pure phases
properties are inappropriate for calculating
from the density or heat of fusion of the
fibers
•
4. An^ may depend on crystal thickness for very
thin crystals
.
However the solid state extruded sample has the
highest birefringence, (4.68 ± .03) x lo'^, and the lowest
Ap strongly suggesting it has the highest amorphous orienta-
tion and density.
The sample long periods, L, and the crystal lengths
measured by WAXD, i]^^^^
^ ^e^-y ^lose in value with L
usually between the limits of the Gaussian and Cauchy peak
shape calculation of L^^^°. They also correspond with the
crystal lengths measured by DF microscopy. If crystalline
bridges are formed from taut molecules by annealing as
advocated by Peterlin (13) according to Ward's Mociel (23,26)
they are not numerous enough or properly distributed to
cause the 002 lattice planes in adjacent crystal blocks to
scatter coherently.
If cold drawn samples are annealed with fixed ends
they are equivalent to solid state extruded samples, of the
same draw ratio, in shrinkage behavior and tensile modulus.
The only significant differences in morphology are detectable
by SAXS.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
The results of chapters IV, V and VI demonstrate
that the combined techniques of electron microscopy and
wide and small angle X-ray scattering elucidate structural
differences that correlate with the tensile properties of
drawn and solid state extruded polyethylene. Electron
microscopy and the large meridional breadth of the SAXS
maxima indicate that all these samples from draw ratio 9 to
36 have a distinct microfibrillar structure. The clear 2
and 4 point SAXS patterns observed for these samples which
range in tensile modulus from 2.5 to 46 GPa. shows that
the microfibrils consist primarily of alternating crystal-
line and non-crystalline regions. The use of WAXD line
broadening to determine the weight average crystal length,
SAXS to determine the long period and electron microscopy
to observe the crystal size distribution is a much more
comprehensive approach to studying the crystallites and
their axial connectivity than using the results of a single
technique.
The differences between the various drawn, annealed
and solid state extruded samples have primarily been in the
crystal length and its distribution, microfiber widths and
the density difference between the crystalline and non-
crystalline phases. Solid state extrusions to draw ratios
of 24 and greater produces much broader crystal size dis-
tributions than drawn and solid state extruded samples of
draw ratio 9 (compare Figures 5.5 and 6.4) with tail com-
ponents of long crystals. The microfiber width varies with
draw ratio and drawing temperature. However at the same
extrusion temperature finer fibrils are found in the higher
draw ratio and higher modulus samples. The SAXS invariant
is an important measure of axial connectivity between the
crystals since it is proportional to the square of the den-
sity difference between the crystalline and non-crystalline
regions. Q decreases significantly as the tie molecules
connecting the adjacent crystallites within the microfibers
become more highly oriented and denser packed, hence in-
creasing the tensile modulus.
7.1 Effect of Molecular Weight
Samples of the same 24 EDR but of different molecu-
lar weights (M = 59 , 000 and 200 , 000 ) , extruded at the rates
w
of 20 and 0.6 mm/min. respectively. The samples are the
same in preparation except for the 270% difference in and
the rate of extrusion. Continuous long crystals are not a
general component since they are only a small (6% over 500
A, up to 3,800 A long) for the 200,000 sample. The
model proposed by Ward et al. (23,26), where the tie
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molecules in hot drawn Pe are arranged as thin crystalline
bridges, that axially connect the crystalline blocks, is
not appropriate for solid state extruded pe . a sufficient-
ly high concentration of uniformly distributed crystalline
bridges would cause the 002 lattice planes of the rather
small (circa 250 A) blocks to scatter coherently as in Ward's
results where the WAXD coherence length is about twice the
SAXS long period. Crystalline bridges would increase the
density of the non-crystalline regions as we have observed.
However, the discrepancy between the SAXS long period and
the WAXD crystal coherence length for the solid state extru-
ded samples arises because of the broad distribution of
crystal lengths, observed directly by DF electron micro-
scopy, since the crystal coherence length is a weight aver-
age measure of length. This does not eliminate the possi-
bility of any crystalline bridges in our samples since a
few thin isolated bridges might only cause the crystal
blocks to scatter coherently in the vicinity of the bridge
because of elastic bending. These isolated bridges would be
below the limit of DF imaging resolution for PE.
The large decrease of Ap for these extruded fibers
versus isotropic melt crystallized samples supports the
taut tie molecules connecting adjacent crystalline blocks
in Peterlin's model (5).
In this study we have extensively examined the
structure of two solid state extrudates of different molecu-
lar weight. The principle differences in structure that re-
sult in the higher molecular weight PE's 70% higher tensile
modulus (46 vs. 27GPa.) are:
1. The higher M.W. sample has a longer average
crystal length and a small tail component
of very long crystals (up to 3,800 A) observed
by DF electron microscopy.
2. The non-crystalline regions of the higher M.W.
sample contain more taut tie molecules, which
result in the 4% lower value of Ap than for the L
sample, as indicated by the SAXS invariant.
7.2 Morphological Changes with EDR
Electron microscopy and the SAXS line breadth
indicate that the microfibers thin as they are drawn during
extrusion. As the microfibers thin the density and orienta-
tion of the non-crystalline regions along the microfibers
increases. This may occur because the material from the
outside of the thinning microfibers is transformed into
oriented taut tie molecules which increase the non-crystal-
line density and the elastic modulus by providing more
and/or effective load bearing connections as Peterlin has
advocated (5, 12, 13). The length of the crystals increases
with EDR, as shown by DF electron microscopy and WAXD line
breadth, as the microfibrils thin and become stiffer.
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The taut tie molecules created in the solid state
extrusion process do not cause the 002 lattice planes in
adjacent crystal blocks to scatter coherently as would be
the case for crystalline bridges (see Ward's model (23) in
Figure 1.4). The SAXS long period represents the crystal
plus non-crystal thickness in the periodic macrolattices
.
However the WAXD coherence length, l^^^^^ ig ^ weight
average of the entire crystal size distribution. The
difference between the long period (245 A) and the l^^^^"^
O
(330 A for Gaussian and 490 A for Cauchy peak shapes) for
the EDR 36 sample does not indicate crystalline coherence
larger than individual crystallites since L^^^^corresponds
with the weight average crystal length (390 A) measured
directly by DF electron microscopy.
7.3 The Role of Annealing
Chapter VI examined the role of annealing in
fiber formation for samples of the same draw ratio, 9X,
but produced by cold drawing, cold drawing with post-draw
annealing, hot drawing and solid state extrusion. All
these samples had a microfibrillar morphology. The distrib
ution of crystallite lengths was similar for all samples
and much narrower than high draw ratio samples examined in
Chapters IV and V (compare Figures 4.5 and 5 . 5 to Figure
6 . 4 ) with a 100% smaller average crystal length. The SAXS
long period was predominantly a function of the draw or
annealing temperature. The increase in thermal stabilxty
of the cold drawn sample after annealing with fixed ends
indicates that it, and the solid state extruded sample,
have non-shrinkable tapt tie molecules. The cold drawn,
cold drawn-annealed with fixed ends and solid state extrud-
ed samples have about the same tensile modulus (8 GPa
.
)
.
Thus approximately the same number of tie molecules are
created during the different drawing processes. The modulus
decreases for the cold drawn sample when annealed with free
ends (from 8 to 2 . 5 GPa.) since the taut tie molecules can
relax during annealing. The low value of Ap for the solid
state extruded sample indicates that an equivalent number
of taut tie molecules are arranged with denser packing than
in the other sample. While the average crystallite size of
the cold drawn sample increases with annealing the tie
molecules connecting these crystals do not become suffi-
ciently crystalline and/or numerous to increase the WAXD
coherence length much greater than the SAXS long period or
the crystal length observed by DF electron microscopy.
These samples of 9X draw ratio show that rather
different morphologies can result in the same tensile modu-
li.
'
7.4 Possible- Extensions
This thesis has revealed new insight into the
structure and properties of drawn PE and extruded high
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modulus PE. The techniques and approaches developed
be applied to a greater range of samples and processing
conditions. Particularly interesting would be a greater
range of molecular weights and narrow molecular weight dis-
tributions for hot drawn and solid state extruded samples of
the same draw ratio. The study of the role of extrusion
rate and residence time also needs more fundamental study.
Several extensions of the experimental techniques
and analysis are also possible to compliment these methods
of studying fiber structure and deformation. These are:
1. Fourier analysis of wide angle X-ray peak
shapes can be used to separate crystal strain
and size effects. This will be useful in de-
termining if the crystalline density is de-
creased by defects during drawing as Fischer
et al. (92,93) have suggested. This will also
permit a better assessment of the crystalline
bridge model of Ward et al . (23,26).
2. Wide and small angle X-ray diffraction measure-
ments under stress (using in house facilities
and equipment presently being assembled at Oak
Ridge National laboratories) can be used to
quantify microfibril deformation. Comparisons
of the long period strain, crystal lattice
strain and invariant for different samples can
separate shearing of microfibrils during defor-
mation from affine extension within the micro-
fibril structure.
Fourier Transform infrared measurements of
amorphous orientation would be a useful addition
to the invariant in studying the connectivity of
the crystals via the non-crystalline regions.
Longitudinal Acoustic Mode (LAM) Raman spec-
troscopy may provide another useful measure of
the crystallite length in highly drawn poly-
ethylene and reveal the structure of the tie
molecules
.
Independent measurements of X; weight fraction
crystallinity
,
by wide angle X-ray diffraction
might provide an additional degree of crystal-
linity to compare with the value obtained by
DSC.
Modulus measurements of samples that have been
partially shrunk by heating to various tempera-
tures below the melting point might indicate
differences in the thermal stability of the tie
molecules of different processing origin.
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APPENDIX I
RESIDENCE TIME DURING SOLID STATE EXTRUSION
The residence time, x, for poly„,er to pass from
position a to b in the conical die (see Figure 1.5) is:
b x=b
T = / dr = / dx/V(x)
,,,
a x=a
where V(x) is the velocity. Assuming non-compressive
volumetric flow:
V(x)r2(x) = v^r^
(2)
where is the velocity at the die exit (extrusion rate).
For a die of entrance diameter Ra and semi-angle 9,
R(x) = Ra - X tan 0 (3)
(Ra - X tan 6)
T
x=b „
R (x) dx
V r^
x=a ''t
- x=b
2 (Ra - X tan 6)
-3V^r tan 6 ^ x=a
(5)
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Using equation (4) tl^ , 1 can be expressed in terms of limits
of extrusion draw ratio:
T = Ra
-3V^r tan 6 LedR(x)^/2
EDR,
EDR (6)
for the 9X die, 26 = 70° t - n c^0 20 , L = 12.5 mm, = 18 mm/min
V 372 ^ ) + v;
= 4.39 + 69.4 = 5.08 minutes
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APPENDIX III
VOID SCATTERING
It is possible to estimate the void volume fraction,
4) , by combining the two and three phase
models. For the
V
two phase model
Q = (P^ - P^)^ Ml - ^)
Where Q is calculated by equation 2.2
neglecting the void
and zero order scattering at the origin.
For the three
phase model:
Q. = (p -P * . (Pe-Pv>*o*v ^ (Pa-Pv''*a*v
c a c a
.here P^ = 0 and Q' is calculated
including the void
scattering. Since
(3)
AQ = Q' - Q'
.+-ion<^ (1) , (2) and (3) yields
combining equati s , \
(4)
't^ =
—? ^ 27^
^ Pe Pa *a
fraction is small we can
assume:
Since the void
(5)
178
179
* 1 -
(f)
^ (6)
Since Q-
.
i.iq for most of the samples, aq, and hence cf,^, is
highest for the cold drawn sample (Q = 9.6 x 10"^. CoL
bining equations (4), (5), and (6) and using the values in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 gives a value of 1 x lO"^ for the void
volume fraction. This very low value for the cold drawn
sample is an upper bound and indicates that the assumptions
of equations (5) and (6) are valid. Therefore the void
concentrations in these samples are very small and do not
affect the density measurements and invariant calculations.

